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Dean's Office Resists Proposed Diversity Committee
Lawrence worries plan too rigid
absence of a diversity plan," he said. "The by a diversity of thought - which only
absence of a specificset of goals and num comes from a diverse community."
The debate remains one over the
Ass. News Editor
bers is not the absence of a set of goals
methods by which di
for what a diverse com
versity goals should be
munity should be."
The SBA proposal
achieved. According to
The SBA has proposed that the
Lawrence, a civ
Koester, student interest
administration create a standing com
il rights attorney and
would first set up a
motivated the SBA to
mittee to address diversity issues in the
scholar, who spent time
formal committee
act. "I introduced the
faculty and student body, but has run
as a U.S. attorney in
that would create
proposal after hearing
charge of civil rights in
into opposition from an administration
from
several students
the Southern District
concerned about the effectiveness of a
a plan and goals
about
the lack of avail
of
New
York
twenty
formal diversity committee. The pro
for
diversity.
able
information
about
years
ago,
mentioned
posed committee would replace informal
diversity
at
the
Law
his
commitment
to
the
The
committee
mechanisms through which the Law
School
and
the
lack
of
goals
of
diversity.
"To
School has attempted to reach diversity
would study
understanding
about
me,
a
diverse
student
goals in its admissions, hiring, and curhiring, academic
the overall diversity
body and faculty makes
ricular decisions.
priorities," he said. "It
all
of
us
better:
it
en
Since the proposal, labeled Bill 19,
and admissions
was
then approved by
riches
discussion,
en
passed the SBA Senate in Fall 2005, the
decisions,
among
all
the
minority group
livens
the
quality
of
the
SBA has spoken with the office of Dean
student leaders. It was
overall level of human
other things, to
Frederick Lawrence and communicated
introduced in October/
interaction in the build
its desire to create a standing committee
decide how well the
November and has been
ing," he said, addressing
Law School had
with the Dean while he
potential objections to
makes decisions how to
diversity goals. "If you
comported with its
proceed."
look at the quality of the
goals
"We all benefit
class that we have been
from the fact that our
able to put together year
school is relatively di
after year, and the qual
ity of the faculty we've assembled, no verse with respect to the other national
question that we haven't compromised law schools," he said, referring to the lack
of an overall plan. "However, without a
on quality."
SBA president Eric Koester, in an commitment from the entire Law School
e-mail interview, echoed the words of community and without an understanding
Dean Lawrence. "I think our legal edu of the most effective to ols to encourage
cation is enhanced by having a diverse and enhance diversity, this may not always
environment - including a vast variety of hold true. Therefore, we have proposed es
On February 11,3Ls SeanKrispinsky and Sarah Bannister won the National
diversity such as racial, ethnic, religious, tablishing a committee meant to examine
Native American Law Students Association National Indian Law Moot Court
gender, sexual orientation, geographic, diversity on a regular basis, and report to
Competition, hosted at the University of Washington in Seattle. The competition
problem dealt with current issues surrounding the adjudication of tribal water rights
practice areas, and all other unique quali the Law School community."
and federal sovereign immunity. Krispinsky and Bannister finished first out of 38
According to Dean Lawrence, twen
ties of our students and faculty," he said.
teams from a diverse group of law schools, including Ffarvard, Stanford, and UCLA.
ty-seven
percent of the student body is
"I find this issue to be important because
The team won Best Brief, and Krispinsky was awarded 2nd Place, best oral advocate.
made
up
of ethnic minorities, and it is has
our legal education is ultimately enhanced
Their brief will be published in next year's American Indian Law Review.
slightly more men than women. Faculty
hiring, which suffers from a longer timelag than admissions or even curriculum,
has included three minority candidates
in recent years. Last year one woman
and two men were appointed as assistant
faculty: Prof. Arturo Carrilo, Prof. Roger
Fairfax, and Prof. Jamie Grodsky.
"As with most law school student orga
improvements.
"We are number one or two in terms
BY ERIC C . JESCHKE
"We knew at the outset that the nizations, there is a problem maintaining of the number of applicants we receive,"
Staff Writer
Strategic Plan was going to be in very institutional memory in the SBA. So said Lawrence. "[Diversity] is one of our
broad brushstrokes," said SBA Financial this Plan was an attempt to instill that hallmarks as a community and one of the
On December 6th 2005, the SBA Vice President Jonathan Willingham. memory and hopefully allow progress things we can be proud of." Of the three
offers outstanding for next academic year,
presented to the student body a Strate "We are certainly not presuming to know to be tracked."
The beginning of Dean Lawrence's Lawrence mentioned, one was to a wom
gic Plan that laid out recommendations how to implement all aspects of the plan
on key issues pertinent to students. The but we still wanted to have this serve as tenure also gave a unique opportunity to an, and the Law School had extended an
Plan was intended to assist the current at least a blueprint for future discussions the SBA to highlight a number of impor offer to an African-American man who
tant student issues and work with the new had chosen to work elsewhere.
law school administration to direct the of these issues."
The SBA started to develop the administration. Many of those concerns
The administration of faculty com
future of the school. The SBA and school
mittees, f^ean Lawrence noted, was one
administration have begun to discuss a plan at the end of the 2005 spring semes will outlast the current SBA board.
"Dean Lawrence came in with major reason to focus on the current
number of the proposals put forth. The ter after SBA President Eric Koester was
a
lot
of energy and really wants to committees rather than creating a new
three main areas discussed in the plan reelected for his second term.
keep
students
involved in the process one that might oversee the work of other
"Many of our discussions showed
are: increasing individualized student
of
administration
in the Law School," committees. "I don't think there's a timedevelopment; improving the marketing that the ideas we were interested in were
said
Willingham.
"In
the middle of the
of the school to alumni and the greater those that could not be effectively accom
See DIVERSITY page 2
See STRATEGIC PLAN page 2
legal community; and finally, capital plished in one year," said Willingham.
BY NIKHIL SH IMPI

that would involve faculty, administra
tion, and students. One letter that the
SBA sent to the Dean's office included
the signatures of heads of six student
organizations, including the Black Law
Students Association and the Muslim
Law Students Association.
The SBA proposal would first set
up a formal committee that would cre
ate a plan and goals for diversity. The
committee would study hiring, academic
and admissions decisions, among other
things, to decide how well the Law School
had comported with its goals. The com
mittee would report on its findings in a
yearly paper that would be available to
the public.
Dean Frederick Lawrence, in an
interview Thursday, stressed the need
for diversity goals to be met in hiring,
admissions, and in the curriculum. "The
absence of a diversitycommittee is not the
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STRATEGIC PLA N from page l.
fall semester, we presented the plan to members of the SBA Executive Board
Deans Lawrence, Morrison, DeVigne, attended the ABA Conference in Chi
and Transgrud. Many of the proposals, cago last August to talk to the law school
like the capital improvements initiatives, student government representatives. SBA
were already being worked on by the President Eric Koester currently serves
administration. I do think though that as Vice-Chair of the Law Student Divi
the plan brought forward a couple ideas sion of the ABA. Other members began
the Deans might not have been aware of researching and using friends at other law
otherwise."
schools to find out
O n e
how their career
MANIFESTING THE PROMISE OF A GW LAW EDUCATION
of the most
development
of
A STRATEGIC PLAN FOR
THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL
dramatic
fices operated.
changes
"No school
proposed by
that we know of
the Strategic
has tried to incor
)
Plan is the
porate all the pro
transforma
fessional develop
ment resources
tion of the
% ..
,
CDO into a
into one center,"
Professional
noted Willinga
Develop
ham. "The idea
Student Bar Association 2005-2006
ment Center
that a student's
(PDC). The
school work is not
Erie Koester
President
new PDC
connected to the
Samtrjamrnal
Jonathan Willingham
would incor
skills
boards or to
Executive Vice President
Vice President oi Fmance
porate both
the job search is
Karen Morgan
Christopher Roemer
academic
simply not reflect
Chief of Staff
Vice President of Outreach
and career
ed in real life."
Will Wilder
Shannon Gibson
e President of Communications
Vice President of Programming
planning into
The SBA
one depart
saw the PDC pro
ment to pro
posal as an op
vide a more
portunity to create
cohesive advising program for students. mentor-mentee relationships that will
To develop this proposal, some encourage a community approach to ca

/

/
Lf

'

DWT.RSYTY from page 1.
line," he said. Instead, the appointments way to make this process work in a way
committee is in charge of recommending that is effective."
The place of students on the pro
faculty hiring, the admissions committee
ensures a "diverse student population," posed committee, Koester noted, would
and the curriculum committee ensures a not be unusual. "The Faculty involves
broad range of classes.
students in its committees. This is an
"I think the problem with a specific important link to the student body and
plan or keeping and issuing reports is provides key insight from the students
that it is too brittle a way of looking at themselves. We attempt to consolidate
complex set of issues," he said. "There's information from each committee, and get
no single marker, so I just think there insight from our student body to comment
are other things we can be focusing on on issues that are broad. It is our role to
than we are...It would be like asking an ensure that any issue that affects students
archer, do you look at the target or at the has a student voice attached. And the
faculty & adminis
arrow? You're look
tration have done a
ing at both: you have
good job of obtaining
a sense of the goal
"The reason it
our insight."
you're trying to reach
SBA Viceand the means to get
has not been
President Sam Jamthere."
implemented thus
mal, however, has a
The organi
far (from my
broader objective for
zation of the admin
the plan. "We need
istration, however, is
conversations with
to have a group of
fluid, and often does
Dean Lawrence)
people at the Law
involve such provi
School focused on
sional committees.
was his concern
diversity of a whole
"For faculty com
about making too
host of areas — not
mittees, some are
just admissions and
many committees
provided for in the
faculty hiring ~ but
faculty code, and the
and thereby
fostering an entire
dean could always
limiting overall
community that em
create ad hoc commit
braces diversity. As
tees in addition to the
effectiveness."
a top law school, we
standing ones that the
should hold ourselves
faculty code creates,"
to a high standard
said Dean Lawrence.
and always be work
There have been no
faculty efforts to secure such a committee, ing toward improving the Law School
community."
he noted.
Matthew Gomez, an evening law
The SBA noted that it is committed
to obtaining such goals. "The reason it student, however, thought that the Uni
has not been implemented thus far (from versity has done a good job in meeting its
my c onversations with Dean Lawrence) diversity goals in the classroom, and sees
was his concern about making too many little benefit from another committee to
committees and thereby limiting overall achieve such objectives. "If the informal
effectiveness," said Koester. "However, process is working, I see less reason for a
the SBA is still committed to finding a formal process," he said.
•

reer development. Some hope this unique the acquisition of new buildings and the
approach will be one small step towards introduction of new student work and
setting GW apart from similarly-situated lounge areas.
"The administration has certainly
schools in the rankings.
"Although the administration made vast improvements over the past
would obviously have to approve and few years with the lounges and current
decide how to execute many of these buildings," said Willingham. "The plan
initiatives," said Willingham, "for the was meant more as a direction for the
Professional Development Center, we future than a criticism in any way."
The Law School recently acquired
tried to lay out an estimate in the Plan
to show it was at least feasible based on adjoining Lisner Hall, currently being
the number of hours required for the vacated by the business school, and plans
to locate a food vendor,
students. The idea is
a student conference
that improving student
center/lounge, study
satisfaction will in turn
Another effort to
rooms, and faculty of
create more satisfied
improve alumni and
fices in that facility.
alumni who will in turn
In addition to
give more back to the
student satisfaction
these current changes,
school. This should, in
is focusing on
time, offset expenses
the Strategic Plan pro
marketing.
poses a new and larger
from the PDC."
library in Corcoran
Another effort to
improve alumni and
Hall as well as the ad
dition of dorms for
student satisfaction is
the large number of LL.M. and visiting
focusing on marketing.
"We've always done well marketing students.
to applicants, but we need to get a concise
Some of the proposals from the
and clear message to alumni and the legal Strategic Plan are already being devel
community," said Willingham. "There oped. One such program is the SBA In
are a number of alumni who stopped try ternal Writing Competition, which gives
ing to learn about the new changes that students a chance to win prize money
are going on at the Law School."
and receive recognition for their writ
Many of the recent changes to ing even if written for a class or outside
the Law School community focused on competition.
•
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3Ls Gould, Farrell win Van Vleck Moot Court
event, which always draws a good deal
of attention, was given a tremendous at
News Editor
tendance boost by Chief Justice Roberts's
attendance, a boost significant enough
to prompt Dean Johnson to term it "not
Approximately 1,200 students, your father's Van Vleck."
faculty and visitors waited in line out
Dean Lawrence opened the event
side GW's Lisner Auditorium last saying that it represented a "great great
day in the life of our law
week to watch four 3Ls
school." Lawrence made
present argument before
reference to the competi
three of the nation's most
"Last Thursday
tors calling them "four
prestigious judges. The
was a day that
outstanding young law
panel, made up of Second
yers,"
a title he felt they
Circuit Judges Guido Cawill remain a
earned based on their
labresi and Sonia Santopart of me for
success in the competi
mayor and U.S. Supreme
the rest of my
tion. Lawrence noted that
Court Chief Justice John
he
had the privilege of
Roberts, attracted enough
lifer — Gould
participating in a practice
attention on campus to
run with the competitors
warrant moving the event
from the Marvin Center to
and mooted one team in
a more spacious venue.
the semifinals. "I don't let just anyone
Third year students Jason Gould, talk to the Chief Justice of the Supreme
Peter Farrell, Chris Dougherty and Den Court," he joked.
nis D'Angelo were selected from a pool
On a more serious note, Dean
of 70 competitors to present argument Lawrence commented on the tradition
in the Van Vleck Constitutional Law of moot court and praised the process of
Moot Court Competition finals. The reasoned argument as central to function
BY REB ECCA PARK ER

ing democratic society. "When we have
disagreements we try to persuade one
another through argument and reason...
That represents the highest form of civi
lized society."
This year's Van Vleck problem,
which was authored by 3L David Belczyk, presented three issues. First, Re
spondent Richard Stevens challenged the
constitutionality of a fictional statute that
banned the use of subliminal messages in
audio recordings. Second, Stevens chal
lenged the constitutionality of 18 U.S.C.
§ 875(c), which outlaws the transmission
of threats in interstate commerce. Finally,
the government assigned error to the
fictional Thirteenth Circuit for finding
that subliminal messages in Stevens' song
were not threats.
For the competition, each person
submitted briefs arguing for both the
petitioner and respondent. A coin toss
determined which team would represent
which party. Following the tradition at
the Supreme Court, each team had 30
minutes to present argument. Each com
petitor thus spoke for 15 minutes.
Throughout argument the panel of

judges questioned the competitors on the
nuances of their arguments. Despite the
barrage, however, all four competitors
managed to calmly and coherently lay
out their arguments.
"It was certainly an honor to argue
in front of judges the caliber of Chief
Justice Roberts and Judges Calabresi
and Sotomayor," Gould said. "Their
intellect is matched only by their per
sonal kindness-each of them took time
to speak with us before and after the
competition."
After brief deliberation, the three
judges recognized Jason Gould for pro
ducing the best brief and presenting the
best argument. The judges also declared
Gould and his partner Peter Farrell the
competition's winners. Despite taking
top honors, Gould said that the most
rewarding facet of the experience was the
preparation and camaraderie between he
and Farrell.
"Last Thursday was a day that will
remain a part of me for the rest of my
life," Gould said. "I was glad I was able
to share it with the GW community, my
family and friends."
•

Catching up with Bill Kovacic
Former Prof, and Bush Appointee joined FTC in January

BY JOHN W ALKER

Staff Writer

sioners, who argued that such a sale

would be detrimental to competition
in the network sports programming
business.

In a telephone interview from
On his final day of teaching Con
tracts I at the Law School, William E. Paris, where Kovacic was working with
Kovacic, E. K. Gubin Professor of Gov the Organization for Economic Co-op
ernment Contracts Law, bid farewell to eration and Development to implement
an applauding and teary-eyed room of consumer protection and pro-competi
tion measures in developing countries,
first-year students.
President Bush had recently nomi he spoke about his current projects, the
nated Kovacic to fill a vacancy on the transition to government work from acaFederal Trade Commission, which is demia, and his long term career plans.
One economic issue Kovacic has
charged with protecting consumers
and maintaining competitive business examined since arriving at the FTC has
practices. During the semester break, been oil industry mergers. The FTC
the Senate confirmed Kovacic to serve has been closely reviewing oil company
mergers over the past 25
as one of five commis
years to ensure that no
sioners on the commis
threats to competition
sion, where he might
One economic
have arisen. When Exxon
hope that his knowledge
issue Kovacic
merged with Mobile in
of contract law and dry
has examined
1999, for instance, the
wit will win as much ad
FTC required the compa
miration from the public
since arriving
nies to divest billions in
as it garnered from his
at the FTC
assets to prevent competi
students.
tion problems.
Kovacic has been
has been
As rising gasoline
busy in his first weeks
oil industry
prices have become a
with the commission,
mergers.
national concern, Con
and not just with trade
gress has devoted more
policy. His students, from
attention to the effects of
Section 13, have yet to
receive grades on their final contract consolidation. "The question has been
exams, and a gaping hole remains on whether these mergers have allowed the
their transcripts. As former colleague industry to raise prices," Kovacic said.
Professor Schooner announced to much "Our view [at the FTC] has been that,
hissing and booing from Kovacic's stu going back over the course of 15 years,
dents, the water pipes in Kovacic's house that has not been the case."
Kovacic said that he has also been
busted in early February, extending the
working on reforming the procedures
time that he will need to grade exams.
Kovacic, one of three Republican by which the FTC reviews corporate
members on the commission, which mergers in an attempt to streamline the
also includes a Democrat and an In process and reduce costs. Additionally,
dependent, has eagerly assumed the the FTC and the Department of Justice
responsibilities of his new job. Since will soon hold hearings to determine
Kovacic's confirmation, the Republican an appropriate standard of review by
block has approved the sale of Adelphia which to determine whether dominant
to Comcast and Time Warner over the firms within an industry pose a risk to
dissent of the remaining two commis competition. At the hearings, commit

tee members will examine data and case
studies in order to evaluate the experi
ences of individual industries.

that you feel that what you are doing
fails to make a difference. You can see

visual signs in almost everything you do
"Having spent time as an aca that it is worth while."
Kovacic also stressed lifestyle fac
demic, it gives me the opportunity to
identify what the important issues are tors as a reason to enter government
and to suggest what topics will be use service. "It is possible, due to a number
ful to explore," Kovacic said. "It also of qualities, to have a better personal
allows me to identify people in business, life. The government has been inno
academia and other areas that may serve vative in trying to provide workplace
as witnesses and that will make good benefits that are harder to get at other
contributions. I am also able to identify places," Kovacic said, mentioning that
the kinds of literature and case study the FTC had opened a day care center
models that might be used to provide for employees with young children.
Kovacic admitted that at least
insight in the hearing."
Though he expressed enthusiasm some of the reasons for wanting to see
over his appointment to the commis students go into government work were
sion, Kovacic said that he will miss the selfish. "I have had the chance since
freedom to pursue outside interests on 1998 to see the extraordinary talent that
his own terms. "Nothing compares to the school brings into the classroom,"
the academic calendar," he said. "To he said. "I want to do my best to see
go from academia to a government that the FTC gets the best of that."
agency, there is a much stricter schedule Kovacic stressed his desire to keep in
of events and activities that really im close contact with George Washington
pose much greater constraints on how University.
"You become
you spend your time. I
very fond of your
think for an academic
students," Kovacic
going into another set
Though he
said. "They become
ting that is the biggest
a very part of your
change."
expressed
self. The thought that
Among the ac
enthusiasm over
you would not stay in
tivities that Kovacic
his appointment to
touch with that group
said he would miss
and see them develop
was travel; last summer
the commission,
over time would be
he spent two weeks in
Kovacic said that
very discouraging."
Kazakhstan doing re
search. "That is some
After complet
he will miss the
thing that would be
ing his term of six
freedom to pursue
very difficult for me to
years with the FTC,
outside interests
do now, and I will miss
Kovacic hopes that he
that," he said.
will be able to return
on his own terms.
Kovacic said that
to the classroom at
he encourages his for
George Washington
University.
mer students to pursue
"I would love to
a career in government.
"I think the work and substance of gov come back to the Law School. My long
ernment agency is uniquely challenging term home is the university. So come
on an intellectual level and in terms of the end of six years, I hope to get back
•
personal satisfaction. It is the rare day to 20th Street."
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SBA Candidates Make Their Case
BY JEFF WINMILL

Staff Writer
On Wednesday, February 22nd,
students will choose not only next year's
SBA President and Vice President but also
the direction and the priorities of their
student government. The candidates for
the executive offices, Sam Jammal and
Bryan Mechell for President and Aaron
Gregory, Bryan King and Neil Chilson for
Executive Vice President (EVP), agree on
some issues, such as the need for a flexible
exam schedule. However, the candidates
otherwise differ as to the agenda they
would pursue if elected. Come votingtime,
students will have a choice between the
candidates' platforms.
In the contest for the presidency,
current EVP Sam Jammal is running on
a "keep the prosperity going," ticket, hop
ing to build upon several of the initiatives
pursued by thisyear's student government.
"I think we haveaccomplished some great
things over the last year," Jammal said,
citing the creation of a graduate council
and the retention of the 13 week calendar.
"I want to build upon the successes we've
had."
As President, Jammal's primary goal
would be toenact a flexibleexam schedule,
an effort he has spearheaded for the SBA
over the last year. "I'm excited and opti
mistic that we can actually get this done,"
said Jammal, who iscurrently lobbying the
administration and faulty for the change.
In March, Jammal and current President
Eric Koester will p resent specific recom
mendations to the faculty Curriculum
Committee. Jammal also vows to stream
line the services of the CDO, to increase
coordination between the dayand evening
programs and to enact the Law School

Olympics, a spring obstacle course and
"field day" on the quad.
Jammal's opponent Bryan Mechell,
a 1L and current Senator for Section 11,
also supports the move toward a flexible
exam schedule. However, Mechell sees
room for improvement in theSBA, arguing
for a more hands on, student-responsive
student government. "I think there is a
tendency in student government to get too
wrapped up in grand policy proposals,"
Mechell said. "What really count are the
little things. An increase innational stature
doesn't mean much if it doesn't translate
into a better environment for the students
who actually go here."
Mechell wants the SBA to advocate
for day to day improvements in theschool's
physical facility, "whether it's in getting a
juice machine back on first floor, so stu
dents can drink something besides just diet
coke and water, inmaking sure theinternet
is working and that the temperature in the
class rooms is livable."
Mechell also wants more opportuni
ties for interaction between students and
faculty, such as regular barbecues on the
quad; better coordination and organization
between student groups; and small quality
of life improvements, such as coffee in the
mornings.
Mechell also cited the need for
quicker turn around on grades, suggesting
that he would work with the faculty to set
earlier deadlines for having exams graded.
"I think the current SBA has done a great
job," Mechell said. "I just think there are
a few additional things we can do to take

GW to the next level."
Candidates for SBA Executive Vice
President (EVP) also showed differences
in the goals for theiroffice. For 2L Senator
Neil Chilson, theEVP will be the last office
he holds atGW Law. However, lLs Aaron

Gregory and Bryan Kingwill likely use the
EVP slot as a stepping stone to seek the
SBA's top post in their final year.
Gregory is running to help increase
the national stature of the University and
to increase opportunities for skill develop
ment. As EVP, Gregory would advocate
for more journals, improved facilities and
better marketing of the Law School's im
age. "M ost top law schools have around
ten journals, we have four." Gregory said,
"That means onlyaround thirty-seven per
cent of the student body gets the opportu
nity to write and get published. We should
have at least six or seven journals."
Gregory suggested that as EVP he
would shine a spot light on the journal is
sue andkeep it at the forefrontof the SBA's
agenda. He also wants better marketing of
the Law School. "I don't think we are ef
fectively "selling" the GW experience," he
noted. "A better reputation for the school
ultimately leads to better jobs." Gregory
wants to see the creation of a Director
of Marketing to improve GW Law's im
age with alumni, firms and prospective
students.
1L Senator Bryan King wants the
school to do more to serve the specific
needs of current students. Specially,
King seeks more tailored and per
sonalized mentoring and CDO
programs. "Mentoring should be
more tailored to the individual,"
King said. "I am a thirty year old
from the south; I would obviously
get a lot more from a mentor with
a similar background than from,
say, someone who was right out of
college. I think the same goes for
other students."
King also citied personal reasons
for seeking the SBA's number two post. "I
absolutely love my section and serving as

their senator has been the best part about
law school for me. I would like tocontinue
that."
2L Senator Neil Chilson seeks the
vice presidency with an eye toward in
ternal reform of the student senate. The
most experienced of the EVP candidates,
Chilson has served as senator for the last
two years and wants the senate to become
more proactive. "The EVP's primary job is
to serve as the head of the Senate. In the
past, the Senate has functioned almost as
an arm of the executive. I would like to
see more active representation from the
Senate."
Chilson also intends to expand op
portunities for skills development. "We
need more opportunities for non-board
members." Chilson said. Chilson would
work to see that more University funding
goes to students who compete in external
competitions, who are not necessarily on
a tkilk board. Chilson also wants to create
a publication to showcase student writing,
for students who are not on a journal. •
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Profile
of

TVdrren BrownOwner Cokel Ave
f

CakeLove's menu includes a host of however, did have lots of friends, lots of
cakes ranging from German support, and "plenty of good times. "
While in law school, Brown never
Chocolate to Chocolate But
anticipated
becoming a businessman. He
ter Cream, Toffee Crunch,
Armed with a
Everyday people
had
no
prior
experience in retail or busi
graduate from law school,
credit card and Lemon Coconut, and Hazel ness. He did, however, cook during his law
nut Crunch. The menu also
:ake the bar exam, and
a sense that
includes a plethora of other school years for family and friends, with
practice law only to pursue
desserts including: brownies, whom he wanted to share his knowledge
people wanted
i different career later in
cupcakes, cookies, scones, of healthy eating. Now that Brown is a
life. This article profiles
better cake,
and eclairs (prices: $2.00 to businessman, he finds operating Cake
one person who not only
$4.50). CakeLove also of Love and Love Cafe much more fun and
he founded
contemplated another ca
fers 10% student discounts intriguing than practicing law. Business
CakeLove.
reer but made it a reality.
allows Brown
on Tuesdays.
Warren Brown, a graduto be on the
^•
Brown is not
ate of the Law School, is
front line, call
only the owner
the renowned owner of
the shots, and
CakeLove, one of Washington DC's tasty of CakeLove, the bakery, he
utilize his cre
is also the owner of Love
treasures.
ative instincts.
Warren Brown completed his under Cafe, the restaurant, which
Brown's
graduate studies at Brown University in offers breakfast, lunch and
p o s t -1 a w
1993 with a BA in History and graduated dessert.
school pur
During a recent inter
from GWU in 1998 with a Juris Doctor
suits are not
and a master's in Public Health. In 2000, view with Warren Brown, I
limited solely
JAIA A. THOMAS
Brown left his career as a lawyer litigating asked him to discuss his ex
to running
health care fraud on behalf of the Depart perience at the Law School,
two success
ment of Health and Human Services to and he initially replied that
ful businesses.
start a business. Armed with a credit card "law school was hard to go
He recently
and a sense that people wanted better through." Brown claimed he
signed with the Food Network to host
cake, he founded CakeLove. CakeLove was often tired and confused during his "Sugar Rush," a new 30-minute program
currently has two locations: 1506U. Street years in school. It was not until studying about great desserts around the country.
in Washington, D.C. and 935 Ellsworth for the New York Bar thathe really began Sugar Rush showcases the most artistic
to understand and analyze the law. Brown,
Drive in Silver Spring, Maryland.
"I went to Law School But ....I'm not
j Lawyer"

Life Outside the Law

and most theatrical desserts around the
world. Brown also shares tips and recipes
on the show.Check your local cable listing
for the show's time.
When asked what Brown envisions
for the next 10 years, he replied that he
would like to establish 100-300 CakeLove
stores globally. But while he wishes to ex
pand his stores, Brown wants to maintain
quality customer service and products.
Additionally, he wants to use his chain
to build communities and share ideas.
His motto is "Make Cake Love not War."
He hopes his chain can be a vehicle that
allows people to relate to one another and
come together.
Brown's advice to future law stu
dents? Simple and straightforward: Fol
low your heart. Your heart will always
lead you in the right direction. The right
direction may be difficult and thorny, but
in the end, it is worth it.
For more information on CakeLove
visit: http: / /www cqkelove.com
Also, CakeLove will be auctioning
off cooking classes during the EJF Auc
tion later this semester.
•
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Rumblings of a Lazy Sports Writer
Those of you who are dedicated Sidney Crosby of the Penguins and countdown of Ovechkin's Top 10 goals. hack who would be lucky to carry Red
readers of Left-Wing Lock (all 7 of Alexander Ovechkin of the Capitals. Needless to say, there was a common Auerbach's jock strap. If Red Auerbach
you) might be wondering how I man While Ovechkin entered the league in theme throughout each highlight, and it had Michael Jordan, Scottie Pippin, and
mmwmToni Kukoc on his team,
age to come up with
relative anonymity, usually involved Ovechthen the Celtics would
a column topic for
•••••••••
Crosby was projected kin skating the length of
Maybe I just
rink around every other
have won 17 straight
each issue. Maybe you
as
the
first
overall
pick
To me, the only
championships.
when he was only 15. player.
think I have an as
write about
thing lacking in
Finally, Ovechkin
Has he lived up to
tute awareness of the
whatever
Quail Hunting
the hype? As of the made the Russian Olym
pressing issues fac
mainstream sports
headline is
Olympic break, young pic team, while Crosby
So by now, that guy
ing the sporting world
is the opportunity
Crosby has 65 points failed to make the Cana
Cheney shot is probably
or maybe I just write
currently on
to kill something.
(28 goals, 37 assists), dian squad. Even though
dead. Aside from this
about whatever head
ESPN.com.
compared to Ovech- Canada is fielding the
whole event showing us
line is currently on
kin's 69 points (36 best team in the history
that Cheney should not
ESPN.com.
goals, 33 assists).
of sports, the fact that an
Good guesses,
be trusted with a shotgun,
Not that big a difference, so which 18-year old with only half a season of let alone President Bush (Political com
but you're a bit off. You see, being the
industrious law student that I am, I player is actually better? Both teams professional hockey experience could mentary in a sports column? I'm not
don't have the time to come up with any have mediocre records, but Crosby is not make the roster says to me that above such things), I now finally have
topics at all. Once I get a topic, I can surrounded by a far greater level of tal Crosby is just not that good. Advantage: an excuse to talk about my long-hidden
bang out a column pretty quickly, but ent. Let's also not
Ovechkin.
passion: quail hunting.
the initial idea takes a lot of thought. forget that Crosby
To me, the only thing lacking in
Rather than take the exorbitant time to is living with one
I like Red mainstream sports is the opportunity
do some research on a unique issue, I of the greatest play
Auerbach because to kill something.
ask my friend, who we'll call "AJ," for ers of all-time, Ma
he has the same
That, and food.
some ideas.
rio Lemieux, while
Luckily, the sport of quail hunting
last name as me
This has always worked well in Ovechkin is shar
and also because combines both into an amazing and de
the past, and I see no reason why it ing a DuPont loft
we both hate Phil lightful experience. Cheney is quite an
shouldn't continue. When talking with with a Georgetown
Jackson.
astute man if he counts quail hunting
AJ this week, he wasn't as cogent as he 3L. Not exactly an
No, I am as one of his hobbies. Any idiot can go
usually is; so, as a result, today's column ideal mentoring
not related to Red hunt rabbits or bears or mountain lions,
JONATHAN AUERBACH
will feature several themes that I don't situation.
Auerbach, but he but it takes real skill to hunt a smallish
feel like expounding in a full column.
From my lim
does have the same bird, bred in captivity, and then released
Now that you know my secret, please ited observation of
last name as me. into the wild.
don't tell my editors. They might decide each player, I will
As I see it, this is
Some would call this shooting fish
that I am just an unnecessary middle give the edge to Ovechkin. Crosby is enough for me to like him and his nine in a barrel; I call it shooting quail in an
man and let AJ write the columns one of the guys with a "tremendous NBA championships. I'm not as lucky open field. Potato, potahto.
himself.
work effort." That's all well and good, as some of you whose last names are
The quail is also the inspiration for
but this isn't high school. Anyone can be Smith, Johnson, or Visnovsky, so when the most powerful superhero of all-time,
Crosby v. Ovechkin
a hard worker; it's quite another thing a famous Auerbach comes along, I'm Quailman, who, as we all remember,
All you hockey fans out there to have natural talent, and Ovechkin going to ride his coattails all the way. Do saved the world countless times from
no doubt have been following the has Crobsy beat in that department. I think Phil Jackson can't hold a candle Dr. Klotzenstein, the Rulemeister, and
development of NHL super rookies At a recent Caps game, they showed a to Red? Absolutely. Phil Jackson is a RoboBone.
•

Left-Wing Lock

Hearsay...

Biff Around Town:
Eastern Market
I am an unabashed partisan for some cheap, but virtually all of it is
Eastern Market and its surrounding delicious. You can find yourself a Live
neighborhood. Not only because I live Maine or duck. And finally, the thor
there but because it's awesome. Gen oughly overrated Market Lunch sits in
erally, when I tell people that I live in the corner, waiting to disparage its cus
Eastern Market the reaction is some tomers, but carnivores, herbivores, and
thing like, "Oh, I've been meaning to go vegans can all find something to eat there.
there." I shed big crocodile tears because
On the weekends there is a flea
in many ways the Market has more to market type deal on the sidewalks out
say about America's
side the hall and
melting-pot ideal
BLFF
in the school park
than a slick SmithStaff writer
ing lot across the
sonian exhibit ever
street. There are
could: Eastern Mar
African masks and
ket is a non-tourist-infested hotspot of light switch covers bearing the mugs of
cultural and socioeconomic diversity. most American celebrities. There are trin
The area immediately surrounding kets, bootleg movies, and furniture, and a
Eastern Market is a village unto itself; guy who sells vintage maps. Gorgeous.
there are schools, bookstores, coffee
Also nearby the market proper is the
shops, a flower shop, oddball clothing finest bookstore in the city, C apitol Hill
stores, and a swimming pool. The market books. There are books piled on top of
itself is a large, stoic brick building just books in no particular order, grouped
north of the Metro stop and still standing loosely by section; there are even books
out front are the awnings where our fore piled up in the bathroom. And the prices
fathers tied their horses as they shopped. are written modestly in pencil on the
The market itself is a paean to side cover. If there's something specific
capitalism. There is a center aisle for you're looking for, somehow an employee
shoppers, but the rest of the hall is filled knows precisely where that thing is.
with individual merchants peddling
In sum, if you love Ameri
their wares. The Market smells amazing ca, food, or me, then you'll love
and awful at the same time; inside the Eastern Market. Check it out.
hall there is every type of meat, cheese,
and bread that my limited imagination Effusive praise?
can think of. Some is expensive and
biffgw@hotmail.com
•

Overheard in Barron's First

Amendment Law "This reminds me of the time
when I was an editor of my high
school newspaper and I wrote an
editorial about National Salami
Week."
Overheard in Saltzburg's

Evidence "On another occasion while in
jail, he assaulted a toilet bowl with
his foot...Unless the police officer
had the toilet bowl on his head, that
can't be an assault on the police of
ficer, right?"
Overheard in Smith's Admin

Law -

"So Congress decided to codify
the rule, but in classic congressional
form, they forgot about the First
Amendment."
Overheard in Colby's Con

Law II "What was the makeup of the
[Supreme] Court at this time [in
1986]? It was mostly old, mostly
white, and mostly rich. Unani
mously nerds..."

Send your overheard com
ments from professors or students
in current classes to NBHearsay@
law.gwu.edu. If you don't, the
terrorists win.
•

A woman was being questioned in a court trial involving
slander.
"Please repeat the slanderous statements you heard, exactly
as you heard them," instructed the lawyer.
The witness hesitated. "But they are unfit for any respectable
person to hear," she protested.
"Then," said the attorney, "just whisper them to the
judge."
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I'm a nightprov
I sleep in the day
You know what they ve said about

case things don't work out." Besides
proximity, it's easy to see why. SideGW? You mean Georgetown by-side, here are the median indexes:
Waitlist!
GW'sLSAT/G.P.A. combo is 165/3.6.
"GW? What do you end up tell- Georgetown's is 169/3.68. Look pretty
ing people when you explain why you close, don't they?
went there? 'I liked the location betI certainly thought so, and now
ter?' 'I decided after doing French and I'm seventy-five bucks poorer for havcomparative literature in college that I ing made that judgment. But other than
wanted to go into IP all of a sudden?' 'I that, do I feel let down that I didn't
love rich undergrads from Long Island make the cut for the T-14? Maybe. I
who have a thing for Jon Stewart?'"
dunno. I wasn't a bright prospect for
"GW? At least you can put under it from the start. I had an extremely
the education section of your resume: good LSAT but a horrid G.P.A. from
'GULC - applied to.' Maybe that will undergrad, mostly from cutting corners
be enough to get you respect."
that I shouldn't have cut. I was a lazy,
"GW? It's a
self-absorbed student
festering, pathet. y
who spent more time
ic toilet-whirlon pool and fantasy
pool of rejects,
One-L Hellion
football than hitting
and it stinks
the books (those of
with the stench
you who know me
of failure."
can attest that the trend has not shifted
BURN.
since I came here).
At one time or another, we've all
In spite of my grades, GW acfelt the slings and arrows of outrageous cepted me pretty quickly. And soon
fortune after having decided to attend after, I got a decent scholarship from
the law college of Mr. Washington's them based on both need and merit,
noble university, which, albeit presti- I don't think I would have seen that
gious, lies outside the mystical Tier 14 kind of aid if I had gone to a more
of American law schools. What Jesuit prestigious school. Heck, even Amerius-

juggernaut straddles the narrow passage

can wanted to give me a pittance in

to that fabled harbor
comparison. So in
of federal clerkships,
all, I think I made
six-figure Vault 100
Every GW Student
out well. I think I'm
offers, and your pick
wondered at
competitive with the
of prestigious jobs
.
rest of the student
just for not falling
some point, he
body and get along
weU w'th most °f
out of your shoes?
probably wouldn't
Something with far
,
»
them.
have chosen
greater name recoghavechosen
StJ|l, l ee of.
ten
wondered
what
GW
if
he
wasn't
nition that stands
might
have
been.
barely a stone's throw
concerned with
Every GW stu
away. Something that
rankings
in
the
first
dent
has wondered
has standards ago
at
some
point; he
nizingly just beyond
place.
probably
wouldn't
the reach of most of
have
chosen
GW if
GW's student body.
he
wasn't
concerned
And we've got
one hell of an inferiority complex with rankings in the first place. Some
about it.
of us, particularly the ones who haven't
Every region has its pair of rivals, come to expect success as a given in
Northern California has UC-Berkeley their lives, are going to treat their
and Stanford. The Windy City has degree from GW as a sure sign of
Northwestern and the University of achievement.
Chicago. New York has
Others are going
to
tr
NYU and Harvard Lite.
y to downPlay d or
And like the rest of these
cover it up as a stigma
schools, on the cusp of
Some OJ U S,
of'second-best', the way
prosaic greatness and
particularly
those status-obsessed
'OMFG-I-can't-believe.
»
jerks I quoted in my inyou-went-there!', DC
troduction expect,
has Georgetown and
haven't come
Your mileage may
vary
its humbler brother to
fQ eXpect
' but wei8hin8 the
the east, The George
'
alternatives I had at the
Washington University
SUCCeSS US a
time with my jaw-drop(say it fast enough and
given in their
P^g 3.05 G.RA. from
people can't tell the dif' Rutgers, I am confident
ference).
\
'
that coming here was
The popular imgoing to treat
the best decision I could
age of GV? seems to be
their degree
have made,
that it's a quintessenEven after being
tial "runner-up" school
jrom GH as
tempted by all those
to Georgetown. Many,
a sure sign of
application fee waivers from Thomas C°o1"
many students who aparhievempnt
ply to the Georgetown
"
ey and Regent, I went
University Law Center
i
against my gut and de(or GULC, something
cided to go to a fully
that sounds like a character from a Star ABA-approved law school.
Wars movie to me) apply to GW as a
I can be proud of my judgment
safety, a way to hedge their bets "in in that if in nothing else.
•

Beware the
Threat of
Communism...
in 1938

The 1

get

think it's appropriate in this case.
America's oldest settlers (at least
from Europe, non-Scandinavian Europe)
first came to this country to escape re
Well, we GW Law students were ligious and economic persecution and
given another unique opportunity last wanted the freedom to pursue those
week when Chief Justice John Roberts dreams we still pursue today: "Life,liberty
came to campus to judge the Van Vleck and happiness." And, the great experi
Moot Court finals.
ment has been a great success. Although
Justice Roberts did a great job judg admittedly not perfect, our capitalist sys
ing the event. He asked the appropriate tem has made us the most hard-working
number of questions, was serious when and prosperous country in the world. In
he needed to be, but was able to liven Western Europe, where you wereborn and
the mood of the room a bit whenever he who you are still play a significant part in
needed to as well. I personally thought where one ends up in life, but Americans
Judge Calabresi and Judge Sotomayer, can start at the bottom rung of our eco
while both obviously talented, may have nomic ladder and end up being President.
asked too many questions too quickly— (Just look at Bill Clinton, who was born
the competitors sometimes did not even into abject poverty in Hope, Arkansas.) It
get a chance to answer. But what do I is still the case in America that, through
know? I'm just some
hard-work and
1L punk who has
ingenuity, one
never seen a real oral
BY JOHN M URPHY
can raise him/
argument.
Staff Writer
herself economiJustice Rob
cally and make
erts's skillful overa better life for
seeing of the competition reminded me his/her children.
of an analogy he used in his confirmation
That is not to say that capitalism
hearings: The Supreme Court's job is without a leash is something to be sought
like that of an umpire. The Court doesn't after. We continue to strive to find a bal
throw pitches or swing at them (that's for ance between free markets and adequate
protections £or citiz-ervs fro m tVvatt tree
the President and Congress); it makes sure
the game all takes place according to the market. Since, when enacting his "Square
Deal," Theodore Roosevelt recognized,
Ultimate rules, The U.S. Constitution.
As my limited knowledge of law "The welfare of each of us is dependent
continues to rapidly expand during my 1L fundamentally upon the welfare of all of
year, I begin to see how well the umpire us," America has sought that balance.
The Agricultural Adjustment Act
analogy fits. The Court is the true arbiter
sounds
more like a program from the
of government's power. I've recently
Sandinistas
of Nicaragua. Whenever eco
learned it has called its balls on cases
nomic
planning
has been left solely to an
allowing the taking of property for eco
unelected
(or
elected)
body of bureaucrats,
nomic development, regulating commerce
the
result
has
not
been
good. In fact, it has
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of
been
downright
awful.
Speaking
of which,
race, and has thrown strikes (significantly
if
not
capitalism,
what
else?
Is
there
one
less often) when faced with the question of
successful
example
of
communism?
whether the federal government can place
Obviously, communism worked in
restrictions on state government.
the
U.S.S.R.
for half a century, but would
I have become a bit skeptical of all
anyone
consider
a society that sends dissi
the balls the Supreme Court has called in
dents
to
labor
camps
in a frozen wasteland
regards to the extent of the application
of the Commerce Clause over the past a success? Too often uplifting revolutions
century. There is no doubt much good against monarchs and despots has led to
has come from the expansion of the miserable, mismanaged states in Latin
Commerce Clause: national labor stan America.
Many would argue that China is a
dards, ending race-based discrimination
th
successful
model. I would submit that a
(although basing its decision on the 14
country
that
tortures dissidents, cleans
amendment may have been a stronger
statement), and national health standards. "unsightly" citizens off city streets, and
reacts to protests over environmental
But one case really made me queasy.
The case I'm writing of is Wickard v. disasters with deadly force is no "suc
Filburn. For those 2L and 3L's out there, cess."
Looking to the social welfare"state"
I'll remind you what the case is about (I
empathize, I have already forgotten much of the European Union, I find nothing
from just las t semester). In Wickard, the necessarily superior to our system. One
Supreme Court upheld the constitutional need only see the Pantheon in Rome at
ity of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, night to realize that the social welfarestate
one in t he bundle of New Deal legisla is no solution to poverty. (Its front portico
tion passed to help the country out of is covered with homeless folks).
Our republican form of government
the Great Depression. The act set quotas
for how much wheat could be grown on has served us well over the past two-plus
a farmer's parcel of land. This was not centuries, and I believe we continue to
limited to the wheat sold on the market strive for the balance that allows us to
but also covered the wheat farmers would grow while not leaving others behind.
use on the farm, for their own personal "Experiments" like the Agricultural Ad
justment Act and others like it may lead
purposes.
Placing "quotas" on a farmer's "par us towards those systems that have been
cel" of land. This sounds a lot like Com tried and failed before.
As for now, I say we stick with the
munism to me. I know throwing out the
"C" word isalmost as cliche ascomparing original "experiment"— seems to have
•
any present-day despot to Hitler, but I worked pretty well so far.

2Ls:

Nicole Alfred

Free GW Basketball Tickets!! Ok, they're already free for students, but maybe you didn't know that? If elected, I will strive to make sure our 2L class stays
involved, feels heard, and is supported by the SBA and the Administration. You will know what's going on both inside and outside of the Law School. I will help
make SBA and Law School events more affordable, accessible, and publicized to the 2L's and the greater student body. Having had such a great 1L experience, I want
to be actively involved to ensure that the 2L experience is just as great for us next year. It would be a privilege to represent next year's 2L class, and if elected, I will
serve y'all proud! Go Colonials!!

Adele Bailev
A vote for me as 2L Senator is a vote for a new perspective. To me that only means good things for those of whom I am chosen to represent. I ha ve a sincere
desire to learn from others as well as give something back. I am open minded, and approachable and always willing to get to know my fellow classmates. I know that
I would do a good job representing the Class of'08 because although we are all different, we are all driven by excellence. To represent a group like that isn't really
work at all, but just something that comes naturally.

Aaron Binstock

3Ls:

My name is Aaron Binstock. I am announcing my candidacy for 3L Senator. I have a lot to offer the law school as result of my prior
experiences.
As an undergraduate student at GW I served as a senator in the Student Association. I had the opportunity to serve on the finance committee
where I helped allocate money to student organizations (SBA included). I am familiar with the process of obtaining money for the law school and
would work hard to ensure that there are enough funds to carry out the programs which make GW Law awesome. I h ave extensive experience
planning and fund raising.
I am a transfer student who has adjusted quickly to life at GWLaw. I have the ability to represent many different groups within our community.
I will use these invaluable connections to bring about positive reform for the law school. Please vote for me!

Gregory Leon
I have three goals as a SBA Senator:
1. Better class and exam scheduling
2. Better career help
3. Better alumni contacts
While I cannot promise a solution to the "Axis of Evil" or a comprehensive Medicare reform plan, I can tell you how I will work for a better school
as your Senator. I will fight to increase the quality of life at our law school by instituting flexible exam schedules and pushing the administration
to accept student input on class times. I will also work to improve our neglected CDO and develop stronger alumni ties with our school. Most
importantly, I will be there to listen and address your concerns. There is nothing more important to me than making GW Law school a better place
to spend three years.
On February 22, vote for Greg Leon as your 3L Senator.

J. Carolina Chavez
While in undergrad, I served as the head of the Judicial Branch of student government, representing the interests of about 16,000 undergraduate
students in a variety of forums. It was a job I was passionately invested in, and since arriving at GW, I've been hoping to find a way to once again
serve my peers. Given my experience and my desire to help make our next year here at the law school the best possible, I would like to serve as one
of your four 2L Senators for the 2006-07 academic year.. .and maybe then we can also get a working soda machine?

Benjamin Deneweth
If elected I plan to concentrate my efforts on improving the computer labs. I will also work to replace vending machines that do not work
properly with GWorld and I will fight to expand Thirsty Thursday to Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. You're either with me or you're with the
Terrorists.

Michael Gore
Senators should be primarily expected to know what the other students want out of the Student Bar Association, be comfortable listening to the
people in our class about what we want, and be comfortable voicing the desires of the class. I am all of these things. Most importantly, I am personally
committed to getting as much as possible in exchange for my tuition. This is more than just a slogan. I honestly believe that the school owes us a
great deal, and I intend to get all of our money's worth. The key is that in fighting for myself, I will be zealously representing all of us. To the point,
I am a man who wants to hear from everyone in the class, and is personally interested in maximizing the school's service.

Augie Ripa
There comes a time when you have to make a choice. Fork in the road? Take it. If you don't, then you're goin to the moon. How many times do you have
to walk around town asking yourself if that's your shadow that's following behind you every time you look? Spit on the comer. Cough in the lobby. Either way. You
are goin down. You're goin so down that you don't even know what up is anymore. That's why the dragon don't spit no more fire. That's why the well dried up oh
so long ago. You got nothing. It's got everything. But now you're in control: serenade that bull by the homs. Vote Augie Ripa for SBA senate, or die trying.

Peter Saharko
When I ran for fourth grade representative back in the late 1800s, we did not have any of this new-fangled electronic voting you kids use
today. But I remember saying with a straight face that student council was the artery leading to the heart of the student body.
I only mention that cringe-worthy line to note that now that I'm back in school, lofty student election rhetoric remains a tad disingenuous.
My only promise is if someone makes a suggestion, I'll listen to it, and if it makes sense, I'll work hard to make it happen. This semester, we
had an 8:50 on Monday mornings. Mr. King, our current senator, heard some complaints about the time and helped get the class moved. That's
a good example of what student government should be doing. As for my own ideas, how about cots in the new building for naps? Improbable?
Maybe. Open to Grey's Anatomy-esque inappropriateness? Potentially. But it's something to think about.
So vote for me. And for cots.

Michael Kreps
As your 3L Senator, I p romise to do the following:
End any and all intra law school spying programs;
Keep the SBA President's hand out of Abramoff's pocket;
Embarrass myself for your entertainment at every law school event;
Do everything in my power to keep Tony Danza away from the law school (Have you seen his new show? It's wretched);
• Eat a worm*;
Keep the curve down with mediocre academic performance;
Try to turn LL102 into a 'relaxation room' filled with hammocks and tequila shooters;

•

And make the law school a veritable Utopia by campaigning for an end to law school exams and the shortening the semester to 3
weeks.
You've seen the rest, now vote for the best! On February 22, vote for Michael Kreps for 3L Senator!
*a gummy worm

Chris Sharp
Greetings, Class of 2007!
It has been a pleasure to serve you as a Senator for the past two years, and I hope for the opportunity to do so once again. For the past year, I
have served as the chair of the SBA Facilities Committee, and while I h aven't been able to make everything perfect all the time, 1 do make sure that
your concerns are passed on to those best able to solve them.
The best part of being a Senator has been getting to know my classmates (Holla back Section 13!), and it's amazing to think that in a year
from now we will be planning for graduation. Being the best class in GW Law history, we deserve a 3L year and graduation festivities that rival a
Paris Hilton extravaganza. Well, maybe I can't promise that, but please re-elect me so I can try my best!

4L: Steve McBradv 4L Evening: Andrea Zuniga

Vanessa Sunshine
Hi, my name is Vanessa Sunshine. I know, I know.. .1light up a room, I make you happy when skies are gray, and so far this winter you all could use a little
more of me. I've heard it all. But is it my fault if it just so happens to be true? So what if I'm the personification of awesome, the last name is just a coincidence. But
I must tell you that having Sunshine as a last name is both a blessing and a curse. Fortunately, I'm not going to fall short of the expectations that come along with
having such a dynamic personality coupled with such a fabulous name. In fact, I'm going to embrace it, and try to bring the Sunshine mystique to the Class of 2008.
So, vote for Vanessa Sunshine for 2L Class Senator.

Daniel Suvor
The better to secure and perpetuate mutual friendship and intercourse among free inhabitants of the Progams, Evening and Day— pa upers, vagabonds, and
fugitives from justice excepted, shall be entitled to all privileges and immunities of free citizens in the several lounges— s oft, hard and leathery; and the people of
GW Law shall freely ingress and regress to and from any of the lounges, and shall enjoy therein all the privileges of trade and commerce, subject to the same duties,
impositions, and restrictions as the inhabitants thereof respectively, provided that such restrictions shall not extend so far as to prevent the removal of property imported
unto the greedy undergraduates, of which the owner is an inhabitant; provided also that no imposition, duties or restriction shall be laid by any Faculty member, on
the property of the United States, or either of them.

Seema Mittal

2L Evening:

There are many great things about being an evening student — too bad the Law School does not always acknowledge our presence. There has been a positive shift in
realizing that evening students are at work until 5pm and then in class until 8pm. But, there are still many events that occur during the day. I want to work with the
school to change the meeting times of events or have more things taped and available on the Portal. This communication divide must be alleviated. Additionally, we
need to work towards setting up an exam schedule that is more comparable to other law schools across the nation. There needs to be more flexibility in times that
exams are available. As someone who is already involved with the Student Bar Association, as a member of the SBA's Programming Committee, I would like to
further represent Section 21 in Law School happenings.

LLM:
Jamie Hartzler:
Hello! My name is Jamie Hartzler and I am in the International & Comparative Law program. I am running for the position of LL.M. Senator because I would like
to help represent the voices of my fellow LL.M. classmates. I am currently a member of the LL.M. Council, and it has been my pleasure to help organize the various
programs and events that the LL.M. Council has sponsored this year. I am well acquainted with the responsibilities that are inherent in positions of leadership. I have
acted as both the Justice and Clerk of my law fraternity, and I held the position of Managing Editor of the law review. I also assisted in drafting the LL.M. Council
Bylaws, and I a m therefore familiar with writing legislation f
or submission to the Student Bar Association. I lo ok forward to diligently representing my
LL.M. colleagues, and I thank you for your vote.
>

Privanka Kothari:
The GWU International student body represents a diversified group of students that is the strength of an institution. They come from various parts of the globe, with
varying backgrounds, experiences and cultures. Yet I believe we are the most under explored resource in the law school. There needs to be a bridge between the
international and domestic students. Its integral that the international students get more involved as they feel alienated and have continued to do so. They are here for
a short period of time and have a lot to offer, both culturally and professionally. This would change by having representation from international students in various
organizations of the law school and a representative who not only captures the international spirit but also recognizes the diversity that American education and culture
stands for. The starting point for that should be the student bar association. My primary endeavor as a representative of LL.M students would be to create a dynamic
body within the school and bring the students into the main stream of student activities. To provide an effective platform for the use of unexplored resources for the
betterment of the law school and community in general and if I could play a small part doing that in the council, it would be a big achievement.

Nota Bene
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MORE SBA ELECTIONS!
Dav Division:
.lason Friday

When 1 look back on my law school days, I doubt I will fondly recall the hours of reading and studying that 1 did, but I know that 1will
all the oeoole and the important role they played in my experience. Today, I serve as 1L SBA Senator because 1 feel that law school is about
more than Jus. learning "to think like a lawyer," it is about the support provided by faculty and staff, the extra-cumcular
and ultimately the bonds we create through our time here. The SBA has done an excellent job this year of providing a well-rounded law scl too
experience and a v ote for me as Day Division At-Large Senator will ensure that GW Law continues to ttnprove upon our school. Whtle our
law school experience will never feel like a relaxing Saturday afternoon, it can be "Friday Everyday" with a vote for Jason Friday on February
22nd.

Carlv Grev

Last year, I almost based my entire campaign on a frozen burrito, which could've been a disaster because my candidate statement didn't get out
before the election. So this year I will just explain some of my projects as Day Division Senator.
,
t
As chair of the Technology Committee, I made the technology survey, voiced the concerns about wireless and the computer labs to
administration, and created the sbatech e-mail, TWEN site, and tech FAQs to help address technology concerns
As a member of the Academic Affairs Committee, I made the academic calendar survey, researched issues for the continuation of the 13-wee
calendar and proposed flexible exam policy, and voiced concerns about class availability, scheduling, and grade distribution.
With nearly 2 years as Day Division Senator behind me, I am ready to continue these developments. Vote for me (Carly) on Feb. 22nd so that
I can continue working for you!

President:
Over the past year as SBA Executive Vice President, I have been lucky. Lucky to work with such committed people. Lucky to work for a great
student body. Last year, I promised to fight for renewal of the 13 week calendar and we succeeded. I also promised more funding for student groups.
Through the hard work of my fellow senators and SBA Executive Board, we gave groups more money than ever before. This semester I am continuing
to work for you by pushing for reform of the school's exam policies.
It's been a fun ride. Together we've reached new heights. On Februaiy 22nd, I ask you to extend my time fighting for your interests. As SBA
President, I will continue to work for Day, Evening and LLM students. Your concerns are my concerns. Together we can continue to improve our law
school. On Wednesday, vote Sam Jammal for SBA President.

Brvan Mechell

,

t

.

,

Ladies and gentlemen: my name is Bryan Mechell and I am running for SBA President. Today you have a choice, and it boils down to what
you really care about. In the hectic life of a law student, it's the little things that count - like having a juice machine on the first floor or a grill out on
the Quad. I'll be the guy working the grill, organizing socials with professors and alumni, and I 11 be your advocate with the administration. I w ill
tirelessly work to make your life easier and to bring you things that really make the difference in your day. I think it is incredibly important to promote
our school on a national level, but at the same time, the SBA's first priority should always be you. I love this school and I want to hear what you want
from your SBA. Your vote will allow me to help you make our school even better. I wo uld be honored to have your vote.

Executive Vice President:
Neil Chilson

The primary responsibilities of the Executive VP are 1) to lead meetings of the SBA Senate, 2) to execute the policy initiatives of the President
and 3) to fire birdshot at political friends. I know what it takes to lead and work with the Senate from my two years as a very active SBA senator. I
successfully sponsored relief funds for the Pakistan Earthquake, and a bill reapportioning the Senate to increase the representation of L.L.Ms. I've
also worked closely with the current administration. I helped write the current constitutional bylaws governing all SBA actions. I also worked to
professionalize the SBA's image by designing a new logo. Most recently I l ead the effort to create the new SBA portal at gwsba.com. (Check it
out!) Unfortunately, I am completely unqualified (un-quail-ified?) to fire birdshot. But please vote Neil for Executive VP anyhow.

Aaron Gregory

GW Law is moving in the right direction. There is an unmistakable energy surrounding the school in the wake of news of the School s expansion
into Lisner, a series of skill board victories and the crowning showcase that was Van Vleck. With your vote on February 22nd I hope to carry the
momentum of this past year into the next by aggressively championing the SBA's innovative "Manifesting the Promise" agenda. Specifically, I would
advocate the creation of a new Journal of Health and Health Care, a specialty of our school and an area of growing national importance. Further, 1
would support the creation of a Director of Marketing. GW Law's hard-earned reputation deserves to be articulated and publicized for the benefit of
our current students, faculty, and alumni as well as to further our recruitment of top students in the future. Let's keep moving GW forward.

Brvan King

Why vote for Bryan King for SBA Vice President? Is it because he sometimes asks rhetorical questions referring to himself in the third person?
Perhaps. But, there are so many more reasons. Unfortunately, modesty and limited space prevent me from telling you about all the wonderful things
I di d for Section 12 as a 1L senator. But, I can tell you that I t horoughly enjoyed serving my Section, and I will be equally dedicated to serving
the entire student body as VP. Now if I could only put as much time and effort into studying the law as I did looking out for my Section this year,
I m ight not have to work at a fast food joint this summer. (Seriously, I'm considering putting instant messaging on my resume.) Anyway, if that
doesn't do it for you, maybe this will. As Vice President, I promise never to go hunting.

Nota Bene
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My Complicated
Relationship with Junk Mail

What Can You do
in 100 Days?

I hate junk mail.
an individual who has a pre-existing busi
Whether its spam or a special offer, ness relationship; [and t]o market to an
I don't want it. Junk mail is wasteful, an individual who had a business relationship
noying, and intrusive. On the other hand, within the past 18 months..."
I also recognize that junk mail keeps the
Many companies havean automated
postal service in the black. It is the major "opt-in" process, but a manual "opt-out"
reason a stamp costs $.39instead of $2.50. process. For example, I took a Kaplan
And we can only blame ourselves for this course in preparation for my LSAT. Not
unsightly privacy ulcer. Junk mail wouldn't withstanding that I scrupulously checked
exist if it was not costall of the "opt-out" buteffective. It is only cost
BY AAR ON TITUS tons
and boxes during
registration, I repeatedly
effective because people
Staff Writer
respond to it.
received marketing maTo reconcile these conflicting inter terials. By the time the opt-out paperwork
ests, I have developed three personal junk- was processed, my name had already been
mail standards.
promulgated to several decentralized com
1. I demand to understand how a pany databases. After months of working
company got my contact information.
with Kaplan's sympathetic CIO, the mail
2.1 demand the ability tocompletely ings eventually stopped.
opt-out—once.
3.1 don't object to junk mail without
"Even if you opt out, we keep
my name on it, or mail I have specifically your personal information on file in
definitely."
requested.
I always read privacy policies to
This provision is not usually included
measure companies against my personal in privacy policies, though it's almost uni
standards. Occasionally, the policy is so versally true . A careful reading of most
egregious that Irefuse to dobusiness. After policies will "flag" your information, but
several years of carefully reading privacy never delete it. You may still b e at risk
policies, I have come to recognize a few if the organization's databases are ever
compromised. I found that out the hard
common privacy snares.
way, when a hackerobtained my name and
"We don't share your personal in SSN through my undergraduate university,
formation unless we can gain from it."
years after my graduation.
I often take an additional step. In
Now, of course no privacy policy
actually says this outright. Instead, privacy order to track how my personal informa
policies often assure you that they will tion is shared, I include a unique code in
never share your personal information my address each time I share it with a new
with those illusive "third parties." Unfortu company. If that code appears on another
nately, the only difference between a third mailing, then I can track how my informa
party and an affiliate may be a marketing tion is shared.
Despite my best efforts, however,
agreement. For example, if C ompany A
offers to purchase a list from Company B, home ownership has thwarted my battle
the ensuing sales agreement can create an against junk mail. The Maryland State
affiliate relationship between the compa Code on Property Tax, § 2-211 requir es
nies. Voila—the Company A is no longer the tax assessor make all real estate taxes
a "third party." In addition, large corpora available to the public. This publicinforma
tions may have thousands of subsidiaries, tion includes "the name and address of the
sister or parent companies, agent relation owner." § 2-211(b)(l)(i). By g ubernato
ships, or marketing agreements. Many rial mandate, this information is available
organizations refer to these relationships online.
Dave Lyon, Counsel Assistant At
as a "Family" of companies.
Consider this excerpt from Wal- torney General for the Department of
Mart's privacy policy: "We never sell or Assessments and Taxation, explained
rent your personal information to any third that the State of Maryland will not, under
parties under any circumstances. We will any circumstances, make an individual's
share personal customer information only name private. After all, the government
with our agents, representatives, service has a legitimate interest in knowing where
providers, and contractors for limited I five, and confirming that I have paid my
purposes, including... offering certain taxes. The public has a legitimate interest
in knowing the value of my property, as a
products and services..."
benchmark for property value and tax as
"We will shareyour information to sessments on similar property. In addition,
the public also has an interest in open and
the extent the law permits."
You won't see this phrase in any transparent government. Public records
privacy policy, either. Instead, it is often means I can verify th at a county execu
phrased, "We do not provide informa tive or powerful politician isn't getting a
tion about you to third parties, except tax break.
There are, however, some significant
as permitted by law." This provides little
protection to consumers, since privacy trade-offs. Mr, L yon has flatly rejected a
law is a patchwork of ambiguous statutes privacy request from at least one Supreme
Court Justice. But he explains, "I really
and doctrines.
feel bad for the DEA agents." Drug En
"You can only opt out of some of forcement agents and their families can
be at severe risk if a criminal finds out
our marketing- not all of it."
Consider Key Bank's privacy policy: where they live. There are no exceptions
"Key may from time to time share infor for Supreme Court Justices, law enforce
mation to jointly market other financial ment agents, victims of identity theft, or
institutions' products and services.. 42ven domestic violence victims. It's all public
if you opt out of internal information shar information.
ing within Key, we may share information
that identifies you.. .Even if you opt out of
Aaron Titus edits www.privacvfreaks.
using information for marketing purposes,
•
Key may use information... [t]o market to org.

The law school portal tells me I an opportunity to contribute your own
have fewer than 100 days to define my voice to this movement by participating
legal education. For many people, the in a letter writing campaign started by the
countdown is a welcomed beacon of a Faculty/Student Public Interest and Pro
better tomorrow. For others, each van Bono Committee. In this letter, we ask
ishing day is a reminder of unfinished Dean Lawrence to continue the progress
projects and unfulfilled dreams.
GW's public interest programming has
I too have an unfinished project in made in recent years. I include the let
mind, and I would like to ask for your ter here:
help in finishing it in the next 100 days.
My public interest dream is for this great
Dear Dean Lawrence,
law school to conAs you could
sistently transform
GEORGE WU
probably see from
a high percentage
rpi
c?
t
y°ur first year here
1 HO U tjptfl
as our new Dean,
of law students, who
GW has no shortcome here with aspirations of serving the public interest, into age of students who are committed to
capable public interest attorneys. My public interest work. These students
dream includes the practice of the high are very thankful for the great increase
est pro bono ideals by all of my future in public interest programs and career
fellow alumni.
support at GW. In the past few years,
If you look beyond the countdown support for public interest at GW has
meter and into the GW website, you will grown exponentially. The Career Devel
find a statement of GW's own public opment Office created a Counselor/Pro
interest aspirations: "The faculty and Bono Liaison position, and funding for
administration of the Law School believe summer internship subsidies increased to
that active participation in public interest approximately $195,000. These are just
activities is not only a professional obli two examples of the strides that we are
gation, but a great enhancement to the making at GW.
enjoyment and meaning of the practice
Our hope is that the student signa
of law as well."
tures and comments below will demon
These are ideals that serve as the strate the breadth of interest, need, and
framework for my 100 day public interest support among the students for these
project. I want all members of the GW programs. We also hope that it will serve
community to embrace the virtues of the as an indication that the percentage of
public interest lifestyle. Whether it is GW students who obtain public interest
devoting one's career to providing legal employment upon graduation does not
access to underserved communities or reflect the actual need for and interest in
causes, or spending a few hours helping career guidance in this area.
We strongly encourage you to
a total stranger secure his/her earned
wages, we all have a part to play in the continue supporting these programs. In
particular, we would like to see...
public interest world.
In the next 100 days, the law school
I leave the end of this letter to you.
will play host to a variety of public inter While I may want a fully staffed office of
est events such as the Race for Justice and public interest, guaranteed summer fund
the Spring Auction. As your dedicated ing for allstudents wishing to work in the
law student peers raise money and atten public interest, and full loan assistance
tion for the Loan Repayment Assistance packages for all qualifying public interest
and the Summer Subsidies Programs, I alumni, it isimportant for you to add your
ask you t o consider: "What Can I Do in ideas and concerns to this letter.
In the next 100 days here, I encour
100 Days?"
Not only can you contribute and age you to add your signature and com
participate in the various public interest ments to this letter. My friends and I will
activities, you can also help focus the be canvassing the law school to give you
collective law school conscience on the the chance to make your public interest
disparity between the number of entering voice heard. You can do a lot in 100days,
public interest law students and exiting and it starts with recognizing the strength
and potential of the GW public interest
public interest lawyers.
•
In the next few weeks,you will have community.

The Internets Corner
hy Leo Hinze
The theme this week is music. The
internets are a great resource for every
thing music related. The internets let you
buy music, steal music, hear music, read
lyrics, and get in-depth analysis of your
favorite songs.
One of my favorite music sitesis the
All Music Guide (www.allmusic.com).
The AMG is like the IMDB for music. It
has biosof artists, complete discographies,
lists of songs by each artist, and clips of
many songs for your listening enjoyment.
One thing AMG doesn't have is lyr
ics. Stupid copyright laws! How does one
cure lyricosisif one can't find lyrics? Don't
worry, there are plenty of sites out there
that have song lyrics. One is Leo's Lyrics
(no relation), www-leoslyrics.comI'm not sure how to classify this
next site, 1

com) has all sorts of new music, legal
mp3 downloads, tour info, etc. While the
Stereogum mp3s may not highlight your
style of music, I'm just offering the siteas
an example of how the internet can bring
you all sorts of groovy music.
One can also find video clips of hot
performances on the internet. Prince was
on SNL a few weeks ago, and he played
a song, "Fury", off his upcoming album.
YouTube h as a clip here (www.voutube.
prince%20furv%20snl). Prince is doing a
rocking Eddie Van Halen impersonation,
and the dancers have some sort of Tina
Turner tribute going on. Good stuff. The
new album is 3121, and its release date is
March 21s*.
Happy surfing. internetscorner(n
gmail.com.
•
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Freedom and The Internet
It's not exactly breaking news but human rights and media watchdog what information has been blocked won't
that the Internet has created a revolution groups maintain that China's Web censor be specified. The company will also pro
in communication. We can communicate ship puts greater emphasis on helping the vide a special edition of its news service
with our friends around the world by e- government maintain political control. that will be confined to government-sanc
mail or with huge numbers of complete Similarly, while publicly denying that such tioned media.
Nor has Google been alone in
prosecution take place,
strangers via blogs and
human rights groups succumbing to the pressure the Chinese
websites. Never before
(supported by court government has placed on American
have people been able
documents) maintain technology companies who want a piece
to access so much in
that legal authorities of the Chinese market. Yahoo received
formation, so quickly.
have cited e-mail mes a great deal of criticism last year after it
Because of the way the
sages and postings on provided the Chinese government with
Internet has evolved,
domestic and foreign the e-mail account information of a Chi
and because of the
websites during pros nese journalist who was later convicted
emphasis American
of violating state secrecy laws.Microsoft,
ecutions.
culture places on free
Internet usage in turn, faced criticism for acceding to
dom of speech and
IKE HIMOWITZ
in China is growing Chinese demands that the blog of a well
expression, we tend
at a tremendous rate. known political dissident be removed
to assume those ideals
China already has from its Chinese MSN web site.
must carry over to the
To some extent, these companies
more than 100 mil
Internet. They don't.
lion regular web users, can be excused from not having a clear
Numerous com
mentators have pointed out that the and that number is expected to continue understanding of exactly what their
Internet functions as it does because it is to grow. This makes it an enticing and responsibilities are to promote freedom
designed to incorporate these principles potentially lucrative market for web por of expression around the world. More
- the code and architecture of the network tals like Yahoo and Google to enter. The than 3.5 million Chinese have created
websites and blogs with
lend itself to free and open communica problem is that China,
MSN, and an argument
tion. That code and architecture, however, with its desire to restrict
Ultimately, the
can be made that even
can be modified, and in ways that hide the flow of information,
a redacted version of
that any modification has been made. has engaged in a series
Internet is a
Google's search engine
Last week, representatives from Google, of measures that make
powerful tool for
will allow a greater ex
Yahoo, Microsoft, and Cisco Systems Yahoo's and Google's
communication,
change of thought and
testified at the House of Representatives main website generally
expression.
human rights hearing about how their unavailable or extremely
but speech over
Furthermore, the
companies have adapted the services they difficult to reach.
it can still be
companies (and the rest
Google, looking for
offer to conform to the requirements of
of the U.S. economy)
censored, coerced,
a way to enter the mar
the Chinese government.
have a definite economic
The Chinese government has a long ket, announced in late
or misused.
history of repressing political speech. It January that it planned to
interest in taking part in
has sought to restrain its citizens from create a new version of its
China's Internet boom.
reading and publishing about a variety search engine under the
In fact, Cisco, one of
of topics, including the Tibetan freedom Chinese domain heading (".cn"), which the companies that testified at the House
movement, democratic reform, and the would adhere to China's speech restric hearings, is supplying many of the routers
Tiananmen Square massacre. The Chi tions. While Google will post notifications and technical expertise that make Chinese
nese authorities cite their desire to prevent alerting users that some responses have filtering possible. Nor is China alone in
"harmful information" such as pornogra been removed from the links it returns in engaging in censorship on the web,though
phy from spreading through the Internet, order to comply with local laws, exactly it is one of the more extreme examples.

The Computer Guy

Several European countries, including
France and Germany, engage in forms
of censorship over Nazi propaganda and
paraphernalia. Even here in the U.S.,
many companies cite efficiency and mo
rale concerns to justify blocking access to
various portions of the web through the
companies' computer networks.
Finally, self-censorship is becoming
an increasingly important concern in a
globally connected environment. Over
the last month or so, massive riots and
protests broke out through the Middle
East after a Danish newspaper published
eight cartoons deemed offensive to Mus
lims. After the third day or so of rioting,
I was curious to see what had everyone
so inflamed. I expected to type in simple
search terms and be bombarded with hits.
Instead, nearly every site I visited had
chosen to remove the content if it had
been up and even to not post links where
it could be found. Undoubtedly, some
organizations made this decision out of
an honest desire not to publish offensive
materials. Many others, however, feared
they might be targeted for reprisal, cause
further international incidents, or put their
employees at risk.
Ultimately, the Internet is a power
ful tool for communication, but speech
over it can still be censored, coerced, or
misused. Personally, I and many others
have a strong enough belief in free speech
to think that the benefits of free and open
discourse (whether in the form of of
fensive cartoons, flag burnings, elephant
dung Virgin Marys, or the sale of Nazi
propaganda) is worth occasionally being
offended. But because a small newspaper
in Denmark or a Tibetan freedom website
in Minnesota can now enflame the rest of
the world, it's more important than ever
that we as a global community discuss
where freedom of speech ends and per
sonal responsibility begins.
•

A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to Democracy
The recent confirmation hearings of shall not be infringed.1
Chief Justice John Roberts and Associ
Amendment III
ate Justice Samuel Alito highlighted the
ongoing debates that rage over theories
Quartering of soldiers irrelevant
of constitutional interpretation. This since 1775.
review of the Bill of Rights thoroughly
avoids those controversies and instead
Amendment IV
seeks merely to outline some of the varied
The right of people to be secure
meanings the Suin their persons,
preme Court has
BY DANI EL GREENSPAHN
houses, papers, and
read into the ConSpecial to the Nota Bene
effects, against un
stitution's most fa
reasonable searches
mous protections
and seizures, shall
over the years. Lest any doubts remain not be violated except with respect to
about the sources of these interpretations, racial or ethnic minorities,11 or in schools,
case citations are provided below. Also, or minorities in schools,12 and no warrants
some wordy phrases have been deleted shall issue, but upon probable cause or the
for ease of reading. My apologies to Mr. desire of law enforcement,13 supported
Madison.
by oath or affirmation or deception or
force.14
Amendment I
Congress shall make some laws
Amendment V
promoting the establishment of western
No person shall be held to answer
religions1 and prohibiting the free exercise for a capital crime, unless on a present
of Mormons,2 Native Americans,3 and ment or indictment of a grand jury; nor
Jehovah's Witnesses;4 abridging the free shall any person be subject for the same
dom of speech of communists,5 protes offense to be twice put in jeopardy of
tors,6 pornographers,7 and the press during life or limb; nor shall be compelled in
war;8 and limiting the right of gay9 people any criminal case to be a witness against
peaceably to assemble and to petition the himself; nor be deprived of life, liberty,
property, without due process of law; nor
government for a redress of grievances.
shall private property be taken for public
use, without just compensation except for
Amendment II
The right of the people to keep and purposes of zoning,15 eminent domain,16
bear arms near small children and schools the exercise of free speech17 or war,18 or by

referencing safety, health, or morals.19
Amendment VI
In all criminal prosecutions, the
accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy
and public trial, by an impartial jury and
to be informed of the nature and cause of
the accusation; to be confronted with the
witnesses against him; to havecompulsory
process for obtaining witnesses in his fa
vor, and to have the assistance of counsel
for his defense, absent a war on terror.20

are reserved to the states respectively, or
to the people.25

Endnotes: 1) Van Orden v. Perry,
545 U.S. (2005); 2) Cleveland v. Uni ted
States, 329 U.S. 14 (1946); 3) Employ
ment Division v. S mith, 494 U.S. 872
(1990); 4) Minersville School District v.
Gobitis, 310 U.S. 586 (1940); 5) Dennis
v. Unite d States, 341 U.S. 494 (1951); 6)
United States v. O 'Brien 391 U.S. 367
(1968); 7) Miller v. California, 413 U.S. 15
(1973); 8) Schenck v. Unite d States, 249
Amendment VII
In suits at common law, th e right U.S. 47 (1919); 9) Boy Scouts of America
of trial by jury as the Supreme Court v. Dale, 530 U.S. 640 (2000); 10) U.S. v.
deems it existed in England in 1791 shall Lopez, 514 U.S. 549 (1995); 11) United
States v. L eon, 468 U.S. 897 (1984); 12)
be preserved.21
New Jersey v. TLO, 469 U.S. 325 (1985);
13) United States v. White 401 U.S. 745
Amendment VIII
Excessive bail shall not but can be (1971); 14) Richards v. Wisconsin, 520
required,22 nor excessive fines imposed, U.S. 385 (1997); 15) Village of Euclid v.
nor cruel and unusual punishments aside Ambler, 272 U.S. 365 (1926); 16 ) Kelo v.
New London, 125 S. Ct. 2655 (2005); 17)
from capital punishment inflicted.23
Pruneyard Shopping Center v. Robins, 447
U.S. 74(1980); 18)Blockv.Hirsh, 256U.S.
Amendment IX
The enumeration in the Constitu 135 (1921); 18) Goldblatt v. H empstead,
tion, of certain rights, shall not be con 369 U.S. 590 (1962); 19) Hamdi v. Rums
strued to deny or disparage a right to con feld, 542 U.S. 507 (2004); 19) Teamsters
v. Terry, 494 U.S. 55 8 (1990); 20) United
traception retained by married people.24
States v. Salerno, 481 U.S. 739 (1987); 21)
Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153 (1976);
Amendment X
The powers of garbage disposal not 22) Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479
delegated to the United States by the Con (1965); 23) New York v. United States, 505
•
stitution, nor prohibited by it to the states, U.S. 144 (1992).
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It Was
"When you look at the way the Ho use
rattle the chains of slavery at a black
of Representatives has been run, it has been
audience?
run like a plantation, and you know what I'm
Apparently, Hillary's eight years
talking about." ~ Hillary Clinton, Canaan
observing
Plantation America as First
Baptist Church of Christ in Harlem, Janu
Lady of the Manor House whetted
ary 16, 2006.
"As I have said many times before, Con her appetite for another eight atop
gress is run in a top-down
the genuinely top-down
way. There is no meaningful
branch
of government.
DAVID MCALPINE
debate on imp ortant issues
To have a prayer of that,
facing Ame rica"" ~ Hill
she needs the Black Vote
ary Cl inton, explaining
like plantation owners
the "plantation" reference, January 17,
needed slave labor. Thus, her visit to
2006.
Harlem's Baptists.
The Pew Research Center reports
Could Hillary actually believe that
the predominantly black congregation that that 64% of blacks describe themselves
hosted her thinks that the fundamental as Democrats while an additional 21%
problem with "plantations" was that they say they lean toward the Democrats.
were run in a"top-down" fashion? Or that Essentially, Democrats own the Black
their ancestors who lived on plantations Vote. And Hillary aims to keep it that
merely deplored the lack of meaningful way. On Martin Luther King Day, she
debate a-way-down-south-in-Dixie? Is that traveled to Harlem to tighten the chains
what she was talking about?
of their bondage. The Democrats' tool
Why not avoid the mealymouthed
for that job is the ratchet-like rhetoric
innuendo and say what virtually everyone
- both black and w hite - knew she was of racism.
The horror of slavery resonates
saying? "Republicans are overwhelm
ingly white and racist and do everything with black Americans and binds them
they can to keep blacks down. So vote in a common and painful heritage.
Regrettably, there are members of that
Democrat!"
The temptation to answer that it community who gouge the wounds of
is because she lacks the courage of her slavery to achieve power and wealth.
convictions has the fatal flaw of implying A1 Sharpton, Jesse Jackson, Maxine
that she has convictions. The astute Hillary
Waters and many others assert racist
observer knows that, at most, she has one
motivation for every policy difference
conviction; she wants to be the first female
President of the United States. Everything that Republicans have with Demo
crats.
else is just tactics.
Hillary's plantation analogy is
What Clintonian calculation
routinely
stretched by black commenta
produced the result that it was time to

Right Answer

Slavery,Stupid
tors to the obscene extreme of casting
such figures as Justice Thomas, Secre
tary Powell, Secretary Rice and even
Bill Cosby as "house servants" to the
Republicans. Yet the "servant" role of
blacks who crack the racism whip for
Democrats at election time goes unre
marked by those same commentators.
This is changing. With most
blacks now in the middle class, their re
ligious convictions, economic interests
and a patriotic love of country, born
of widespread and valued service in
the armed forces, are contributing to a
new underground railroad that is free
ing them from servitude to the Leftist
views of the Democrats.
In 2004, the number of blacks
who admitted to voting Republican was
up significantly. From school choice
and school prayer to homosexual mar
riage and lower taxes, black voters saw
their interests diverge from Democrats'
policy prescriptions and converge with
the Republicans'.
In 2006, respected black Repub
lican candidates for the U.S. Senate
and governorships will further weaken
the Democrats' grasp on the Black
Vote. Republican Lt. Governor Mi
chael Steele, the first black ever elected
to statewide office in Democrat-run
Maryland, is a strong candidate for that
state's U.S. Senate seat.
Republican Keith Butler of Mich
igan is another black candidate for
U.S. Senate. And Republicans Ken

Blackwell in Ohio and Lynn Swann
in Pennsylvania are mounting credible
campaigns for governor.
Republican actions are speaking
louder than Democrats' race-baiting
words. Republicans, with only 7%
of blacks to pick from, have put two
blacks, one male and one female, closer
in line for succession to the presidency
than Democrats ever have. And Repub
licans are seriously considering a black
woman as candidate for the presidency
or vice-presidency.
The Democrats have access to
some 85% of black talent in this
country. Yet there is only one black
Democrat in the Senate and there
are no black Governors. Democrats
all but control California, New York,
Minnesota, Massachusetts and many
other states. Yet Democrats seldom
field black candidates for key offices.
Although Democrats applaud the
minstrel shows of an A1 Sharpton or
Jesse Jackson presidential run, blacks
are shut-out from genuine power. They
are starting to notice.
In 2006,2008 and beyond, as they
survey the history and the policies of
the two Parties, blacks will increasingly
engineer their own emancipation. As
they abandon the Democrat Plantation
and return to the Party of Lincoln, they
will surely be heard to cry out, "Free at
last, free at last. Thank God Almighty, we
arefree at last." Presumably, Hillary will
know what they are talking about. O

Why Diversity Isn't a Black or White or Blue Issue
When the U.S. News reports the re- opening dialogues - that must continue to
spective diversity of our lawschool, I do not improve.
register. I don't qualifyas an ethnicor racial
And that's why the dialogue isn't
minority. My gender isonly statistically im- done.
portant asto itsimpact on thepercentage of
Last semester, our SBA passed a
women at our law school. As a white maleresolution encouraging our law school to
law student, I constitute the majority of all develop ajoint faculty and student committhose that have ever
tee to ensure that
graduated from law
diversity isn't just
ERIC KOESTER
school.
a
number on a U.S.
A Message from the Frez
Frankly, I just
News article or a fig
don't count.
ure in a brochure.
So why, as a white male, write a This resolution was designed to look criticolurnn about diversity? What can I add to cally at our law school, to understand the
the discussion? Why should you read this strengths and weaknessesat our lawschool
commentary? What's the point?
in regards to diversity, to provide solutions
Here's the point: What I've learned to maintain and enhance diversity, and to
in three yearsat law school is that everyone provide information to the entire lawschool
benefits from the diversity at ourlaw school, community.
And I hope to keep it that way.
And it wasn't just the SBA. Each
First, let me bevery clear-diversity is of the presidents of the minority student
too often thought of as a racialor ethnic lit- organizations at our law school signed on
mus test. Yes, diversity of race and ethnicity to this initiative.
is important. But it isn't enough. Diversity
Next, the Dean and the adminisis much more than just one check box on tration will work to find a way to address
an application.
these concerns ^nd develop a forum to
Second, GW isn't failingthe diversity continue these discussions for the future,
test. While there is always room for imBut so what, you ask?Why do I care
provement, we do remain very raciallyand about diversity? Diversity is great a nd all,
ethnically diverse compared to our peers, but who cares, right?
Women constitute a nearly equal part of
The importance of attracting diverse
the campus as men. Many of the top fac- faculty, students, staff and administrators
ulty represent historically underrepresented is without question in the law school cornbackgrounds in the legal profession. So we munity. In addition to attracting human
aren't doing too badly on this front.
capital to the law school, we also see the
That's right. But that's still not a rea- value of engaging visitors, speakers, alumni,
son to forget about the issue.
and members of the DC community from
Sure. Diversity is good. But justbeing diverse backgrounds. And, fortunately, it
a diverse body isn't enough. Highlight- seems this message is consistently held with
ing that diversity, cutting boundaries, and the students, faculty and administration.

The benefits of diversity are with
out question in the enhancements to the
community itself, the engagement of new
thought, and the ability to encourage legal
thought from new and different perspective.
It isa benefit to thelegal thinking and the le
gal minds that come from our lawschool to
actively seek diverse individuals to become
a part of our law school community.
We are fortunate that our law school
does embrace diversity and appears to rec
ognize the value of prioritizing diversity.
In particular, in the past year, we saw the
hiring of four full-time faculty members
representing the Hispanic and African
American cultures as well as two females.
Our student enrollment of self-reported
minorities remains one of the highestof all
nationally ranked lawschool in the country.
We support strongstudent organizations in
varied minority groups and these organiza
tions actively bring a variety of speakers
and panels on a host of topics. It is to our
benefit to continue to support recruitment
efforts of faculty and students, and encour
age active community participation by the
various diverse student organizations at
our school.
This diversity is not limited to race
alone, but must extend toculture, creed, sex,
sexual orientation, education, family heri
tage, background, and more.It isimportant
for this focus to be held in regard by the en
tire community for its effectiveness to truly
be seen. It must not only be a focus held in
the E building, but needs to be embraced in
classrooms, offices, and loungesthroughout
the law school.
We see an opportunityto promote our
commitment to diversity - to highlight this

aspect of our law school internally and ex
ternally. Many students andalumni, aswel
as recruitersand employers,are unaware of
GW's prominence in diversity. It is to oui
benefit to do a better job of educating those
that interact with our lawschool of our ex
cellence in diversity - from our faculty, oui
students, and oureducational opportunities.
We must market our prioritiesincluding an
obvious and successful emphasis on encour
aging diverse thought and interactions.
While it is a fine line to walk - pro
motion versus exploitation - we find tha
the benefits of informing our internal com
munity are without question. However, aj
the present time, we have not done enouj
to promote thisfocus at out law schoolam
educate others of the benefits that ensm
for this focus.
So why care about diversity? Win
has the SBA raised the issue and why have
I taken the time to writethis column? Why
should the administration listen to us anc
develop this committee?
Each of us reaps the benefits or
a daily basis of every member of this com
munity that came beforeus and allowedu<
to becomea diverse body. I benefit from thf
first African American graduate, the firsi
female graduate, the first gay graduate, the
first international graduate, the first public
interest graduate, and the first of every
unique trait at this law school.
That's why we should all care. We
should care enough to make this a priority
at our law schooland ensure that we aren'i
just a number that says we are diverse we
need to be a community that says wecare.
This comes from us, from our com
munity, embracing diversity.
•
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Guilt by
Association?

4
Guilt by Association?

breaking rules and breaking laws from day
one? No, certainly not. The term "culture
If a lobbyist buys your vote in the of corruption", while too often used, does
middle of the forest when nobody is really seem to capture the essence of what
around to see it, will the majority lose big happened here.
in the mid-terms?
Abramoff built an empire of lobby
Lobbying makes us all a little un ing minions, servicing clientsand lawmak
comfortable, but what is it really? How ers alike, bringing money and influence to
does it work? What did this Abramoff guy those in need. Seriously, he ran quite the
do anyway? And does
operation. As a result
Harry Reid haveegg on
„ ~.
~
of this huge network
, . - _ . .. „
,
BY J. ALEX HAR MAN
of lobbyists under and
his face? Well yes and
Staff Writer
related to Abramoff,
no, but let's start at the
beginning shall we.
there is a problem with
First, lobbyingis not about campaign trying toscandalize every member that was
contributions (or at least it isn't supposed lobbied by the Abramoff machine. Even
to be). To lobby is to present your case to if we are to assume any and all contact
a policy maker; an attempt to advocate a with Abramoff resulted in illegalbehavior,
position that they might share, oppose or there is still the vast number of contacts
be undecided on. This practice has devel with related entities. That assumption is
oped into an industry with nearly 40,000 ridiculous though. Lobbying isn't per se
registered lobbyists, largely because it is unethical or illegal, quite the contrary, and
more efficient and more effective to hire most of what went on was lobbying. It is
an expert with access than to try to gain only the specific instances where a bribe
access yourself.
•••••••
•••
mmm—mmmm
took place thatshould be
"Separately," cam.»
drawing attention.
T
the
paign contributions arc
Thus, we come
given to legislators to
lobbying and
to Harry Reid. I won't
get into the specifics of
help them in their nevercampaign
ending quest to remain in
his "involvement" with
contributions are
Abramoff, because the
office. These donations
are supposed to berooted
supposed to be
details are minutia, and
in the idea that financial
, , ,
.
the connections tenuous,
completely separate. bm , wi„ say t|)at he
support of a candidate
The problem seems
definitely brought this
with whom you agree
on
himseIf- Harfy Reid
will benefit your cause
to arise when the
and Howard Dean have
in the long term.
lobbyist directs
said there is a culture of
In theory the lob
corruption, and there
bying and the campaign
the campaign
is. They have also said
contributions are sup
contributions.
that anyone who was
posed to be completely
involved with Abramoff
separate. The problem
seems to arise when the lobbyist directs is presumptively a bad apple and should be
removed and brought up on charges (para
the campaign contributions.
The evil we would want to avoid is phrasing). This position is extreme and
"quid pro quo." Evidently, itis bad tobribe dangerous, and Harry Reid is a perfect ex
a public official, but paying for access is ample of why. My favoriteReid/Abramoff
okay. Efforts are made to draw a line be "connection" (mind you they have never
tween lobbyingand financial contributions, met) is the lobbying efforts by Abramoff
and company to keep down the minimum
but it is for the most part an illusion.
Cynicism aside, lobbyists ensure that wage in the Marianas Islands. Reid was in
money is spread around so that when the support of raising the minimum wage. One
of Abramoff's associates
time comes they can get
(I use that word loosely)
access, no t to bribe but to
The term
spoke with Reid and also
advocate. In representing
"Culture of
donated money to him
the interests of a client, a
($1000). Reid still strongly
lobbyist may try to mitigate
COrrUDtion"
supported a raise in the
the damage of a piece of
while too often
minimum wage. Wow,
legislation when it is clear
that they willbe unsuccess
used, does really
sinister isn't it?
The point here isthat
ful in blocking the bill all
seem to capture
we need * stop with thc
together. This mitigation
the essence of
guilt by association attacks
can be achieved best byus
ing access to communicate
on both sides-There wm be
what happened
other lobbyists who are una client's position and ad
fiere.
savory, and they will have
vocate for a compromise.
ties to both parties.This is a
So what happened
dangerous precedent to set
with Jack Abramoff? For
one thing he is a criminal. He did lots of that being lobbied or accepting campaign
very bad things; things that had nothing to contributions makes you culpable in the
do with his job as a lobbyist. He also did ethical lapses of the lobbyist. Reid and
things that were bad if not illegal as a lob Dean need to stop this campaign, leave it
byist. The worst example was the alleged to the Justice Department to sort out, and
cash payment of tens of thousands to the focus on theactual "culture of corruption,"
wife of a Tom DeLay staffer. Clearly that the fat and lazy GOP that has become soin
love with power that it can't tell right from
rises to the level of bribery.
But Jack Abramoff was a lobbyist wrong.
for over a decade. He was right there in the
Alex Harman, 3L, is President of the
thick of things with the GOP as they took
American
Constitutional Society.
•
over Congress in 1994. Did he just start

What's a Real
Conservative to Do?
Part II

Last week I took a few shots at restore some strength to the nuclear family
the fiscal side of our current state of af and take responsibility for not only living
by but getting out and
fairs, and now it's time
to tackle some of the
BY TONY CO TTO
promoting our shared
eternally tough social
Staff Writer
values again. The reason Senator Clinton's
questions.
I was chatting with a colleague at "village" approach to raising kids just
our school the other day who claimed that doesn't work is that the village has little
the flaw with conservatives is our willing or no interest in individual children. I'll
ness to place social issues on par with the take Senator Santorum's family model
much more important and significant any day.
fiscal issues.
I gave his theory significant thought,
The War on Religion:
and I think the reason we as conservatives
To all y'all secularists: We are a
can not let go of many of our social issues Judeo-Christian nation. Deal with it. The
is that we see them and the economic is First Amendment was crafted to protect
sues as one and the same thing.
religious freedom, not to stifle it. Our
The death-tax is not merely an founding fathersall discussed the influence
economic issue, it is a moral issue - it of biblical teachings in their meetings,
is morally wrong to tax someone on the established congressional chaplains, and
front and back end of wealth creation. It is envisioned a place for vibrant debate in
morally wrong to detract from the ability the public square over religion. Why does
of a private citizen to determine who will it bother you if my child wants toorganize
receive his inheritance when he/she dies, a voluntary prayer group in a public school
The same moral/economic con- before classes? Why does it irritate you
nection is true of pork-barrel spending, that the Pledge of Allegiance contains the
stem-cell research, how
word God the same way
we educate our children
countless
other official
as
in schools, and a host
.
documents of the United
of other items on social
conservatives
States (money for starters) mention God? Why
conservatives' agenda. We
can not let go of
can not and we will not
,•
,
do you thinkthe response
a
back down on the issues
many OJ our SOCIO
to seejng a nativity scene
that we see determining
issues because We
in your neighbor's yard
that "offends" you is
the future of our country
S££ fhem and the
and our world. And before
. .
to run straight to the
you dismiss me as just aneconomic ISSlieS
courthouse? Where is the
other self-loathing young
as one and the
harm to you?My advice:
square who wants to kick
,.
Just let uspray, I promise
it Pleasantville style, I ask
same lllg.
we'll say a few for you
you to open your mind for
•HMHMHMHMI
as well and, you never
a few minutes as you read on. You may know, they may help you if w e're right,
find that the social conservatives who
vote on God, guns, and gays are not that
The Right to Life:
crazy after all.
I leave this for last because I respect
the disagreement folks have over it. I will
Protecting Family Values:
not use this tiny space towaste time trying
Family values in America are indan- to convince abortion-on-demand advoger, make no mistake about it. Statistics cates to change their ways.I will, however,
show more divorces than everbefore, more use it to encourage my fellow pro-lifers
kids engaging in pre-marital
to step forward and not be
sex than ever before, the
ashamed of their views. We
pornography industry makWe can not
believe an abortion is murder,
ing record profits, more and
and we will
plain and simple. There is no
more Americans considering
shame in that. Others may
homosexuality a "lifestyle
not back
disagree, and the government
choice" each day, and that is
down Oil
may disagree, but we are just
just for starters. When Oprah
, .
as entitled to our opinion as
carries more moral clout
issues
anyone, and we should not
than moms, dads, and teachthat we see
allow ourselves to be stifled,
ers as she lectures someone
dptprminint*
on "truth-telling", we have a
At the end of the day,
problem. The liberal media
the future of
America is and remains
praise left-wing social activour COUlltiy
strong, but that can change
ists on these issues as heroes
,
at the drop of a hat. To my
and portray us as backward
ana our
fellow true conservatives, we
right-wing lunatics who
world.
cannot stop fighting these
are against the march of
battles over traditional fami
lies, faith, and education. We
progress for civil liberties.
fight these fights not because
Hollywood and MTV tell
ten year olds that if you're not constantly we can win them, but because they are the
drunk and having sexwith as many people fights that need fighting.
Lastly, my propensity for complaint
as you can by age 16, you're just not hip
enough. Enough is enough. It is time has been pointed out to me recently, s o
to say no to strip-club scenes on network next week in the final run at this topic,
television. (Las Vegas) It is time to insist I'll try to stay positive and address where
that 7th graders have absolutely no business this great nation of ours can and will go
learning about sex in schools, nor should from here.
Tony Cotto is a 3L. He's kind of into
they be seeing it treated as just a casual af
•
fair on everysingle TV sitcom. It is time to conservative politics. Kind of.
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Today the student body will elect
It is with this past relationship in
executive officers and upper-class sena mind that the Nota Bene e ndorses Sam
tors to the Law School's Student Bar Jammal for SBA President. We anticipate
that he will continue Koester's successful
Association.
While many students dismiss the policy of building strong relationships
SBA as ineffectual or irrelevant, webelieve with the Dean's office and keeping stu
that the SBA plays an important role as dents informed through various modes
liaison between students and the adminis of communication.
tration. Under the leadership of President
We also believe that Jammal will
continue to pursue
Eric Koester, the cur
the ambitious agenda
rent SBA has exceed
We trust in students
ed expectations and
set out by the current
demonstrated that an
SBA. Con sidering his
to find their own
passionate involve
organized and persis
methods of relaxation
ment in issues such as
tent SBA can influ
the 13 week calendar
ence the direction of
and sources of
the Law School.
and the flexible exam
nourishment. The
This SBA
policy, we think thisis
same is not true with
has been ambitious.
a safe bet.
It is true that we
It has not only fo
influencing important
cused its ene rgies on
do not know much
matters of school
recreational events
about Bryan Mechell,
such as ThirstyThurs
who is also running
policy.
for SBA President.
day, Bar Review, a nd
Considering his can
Barristers' Ball, but
d i d a t e s t a t e me n t ,
has addressed large
strategic questions such as the 13-week however, it seems clear that he would
calendar, a flexible exam policy, and, most focus his presidency on issues of student
recently, the question of a faculty-student comfort and recreation.
While he may be right that qual
committee on diversity.
Because the power of the SBA is ity of life issues resonate more with the
limited, these initiatives have understand average law student than issues of policy,
ably met with mixed success. However, we do not think they should become the
the SBA has taken its role as advocate focus of the SBA. We trust in students to
and communicator seriously, and has find their own methods of relaxation and
ably relayed student concerns to the ad sources of nourishment. The same is not
ministration. An important part of this true with influencing important matters of
dialogue has been the willingness of Eric school policy. The student body relies on
Koester and the SBA's Executive Vice the SBA to vigorously advocate its posi
President, Sam Jammal, to regularly sub tions to the administration.
mit editorials to this newspaper outlining
Based on his actions in the cur
the SBA's agenda and the administration's rent SBA, we believe Sam Jammal will do
response.
just that.
•
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ODDS AND ENDS

Horoscopes
No, UjcK, / SfllD OVR
flDMl HisTffilotJ /to s ft
SHOT iTF tst ffirt -

Aries
(March 21—April 19)
You wonder why God allows the cartoon violence to
continue.

Taurus
(April. 20—May 20)
Last week's hunting accident has convinced you that
guns don't kill people, Dick Cheney kills people.

Gemini
(May 21—June 21)
You are uncertain about whom you support in the
SBA elections, but are certain you won't vote.

Cancer
(June 22—July 22)
Valentine's Day was not what you hoped it would be,
but be thankful: The chances of getting carjacked
twice in one's life are very low.

Crossword 101

Hands On Experience
Across

Family
6 First mate
10 Knuckle sandwich
14 Communications device
15 Brazilian soccer star
16 Unusual occurrence
17 Stadium
18 Apple chemical
19 Arm bone
20 Acrobatic stunt
22 Breathing
process:Abbrev
23 Shanty
24 Aristocrats
26 Selected
30 Italian city
32 Adored
33 Barnyard Mom
34
Rivers Stadium
38 Price controlling org.
39 Likely
40 Halo
41 Mortise joint
43 Russian novelist Tolstoy
44 Karenina & others
45 Royal
47 Firstborn
48 Card game
51 Totally
52 Boozer
53 Second-hand shirt
60 Field
61 Spread
62 Proportion
63 Cow palace
64 Flight maneuver
65 Mash
66 Santa's need
67 Impression
68 Ayes
Down
1 Housem aid in India
2 Girl's name
3 Capital of Yemen
4 Repair
1_

1

By Ed Canty

2

3

4

5

14
17
20

•.
X

7

9

8

27

26

•

29

32
38
42

41

i

52
60
63
66

49

50

•
St
t

11

13

12

•

1

Virgo

22

24
30

25

31
34

m*

39

35

36

37

Libra

44

43

47

54

55

61
64
67

•

5 Inebriated:Slang
6 Separate
7 Food shop
8 Astronaut Shepard
9 Consolidation
10 Necktie
11 Cove
12 Awareness
13 Catches
21 Play wi words
25 Ignited
26 Congeal
27 Desire
28 Kitchen need
29 Once used
30 Indian lodge
31 Golden Rule word
33 Dormitory
35 Magic charm
36 Geological periods
37 Word after big or due
42 Eggs+cream+rum:
Abbrev
44 Hay fever, e.g.
46 See

•ft
m

56

57

58

so

(Sept. 23—Oct. 23)
You wer e really looking forward to the Spring Break
journal competition until your last grades came in.
Now you're really looking forward to seeing grandma
in ups tate New York.

*
65

68

47 Tree
48 Tattles
49 Countrified
50 French river
51 Bring into die family
54 Burn plant
55 Broadway light
56 Defy
57 Elevator manufacturer
58 Merlot, e.g.
59 Doses off

Quotable Quofr
Experience is that
marvelous thing that
enables you to recog
nize a mistake when
you make it again.
• • • Franklin P. Jones
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(Aug. 23—Sept. 22)
You wait in silen t preparation for the Anarchist
Collective to spring into action. I tell you your wait
is nearly over.

40

^H51
53

(July 23—Aug. 22)
After finally receiving your fall grades, you are proud
to announce that your self-loathing is more than
justified.

"

46
48

,0

6

21

23
26

Leo

Scorpio
(Oct. 24—Nov. 21)
You are disappointed that the CDO has not yet found
you a job for after graduation. But you're hopeful
that email will come any day!

Sagittarius
(Nov. 22—Dec. 21)
After attending the Van Vlec k finals, you simply can't
get that spitfire Calabresi out of your mind.

Capricorn
(Dec. 22—Jan. 19)
You support the creation of a committee to promote
diversity among SBA officers.

Aquarius
(Jan. 20—Feb. 18)
You think it's great that Bode Miller doesn't seem to
care about winning. He has inspired you to accept
that full time position with Westlaw after
graduation.

Pisces
(Feb. 19—March 20)
The recent cold snap has you hating the Bush
administration more than ever.

